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IlACKGROUND OF P~SEHT SPECIFICATION cLWSES -1
The specifications most widely used in the United States, for hea.vy structures
of structural steel, a.re those of:
.4.merican Bailway Engineering4.ssociation (ARE.a.) for Bailway Bridges;
.lUnerican .4.ssociation of State Highway Officials (,ll.Q.SHO) for Highway Bridges;
.!\merican Institute of Steel Construction (.USC) for Buildings.
The speaker has been asked to summari ze the reasoning, the lIphilosophy", as it
were, back of those' clauses in these several specifications which determine. the
allowable unit stresses in columns, in la.terally unsupported beams, and in those
members, sometimes called IIbeam-columns ll , the applied loads on which produce both
calculable end-thrust and calculable moment.
This he will try to do, without argument for or against, but only as a sort of
historical introduction to the succeeding papers of this session. The writer Wa.s
a member of the committee which wrote the clauses in question into the AP~ and
.USC specifications, but not the ~4.SHO.
Referring then to the chart (slide), the first column lists the three types of
member or loading mentioned above, and carries each of them laterally over the
three columns representing the three specifications considered. To keep the
discussion Within reasonable bounds, nothing is said about columns With pinned ends,
'" al though the two bridge specifications do contain clauses reducing the alloWable
unit stress in such columns if ever employed. (Zd: See Table 1).
I. ABEll. SPECIFICATIONS FOR ST"EEL RULWAY BRIDGES
The reasoning back of the column formula appears in a paper by F.E. Turneaure,
in the Report of Cammi ttee 'D (Iron and Steel Structures) in the .Q.REA Proceedings
for 1935. Herein Dean Turneaure, who was the guiding light of the Committee in
matters of analysis, invoked the Report of the .l\.SCE Special Committee on Steel
Ool~ns, contained in the .~SCID Transactions for 1933.
This Special Committee had made many tests of columns, and had analyzed the
published results of ~any previous tests. Because of this, the speaker now finds
that there exists some belief that the ARIM. column formula was developed out of
test results •. Though the distinction may be a fine one, he believes that such is
not the case,
The Special Committee determined through discussion. of analysis that the
"secant formula" was the most realistic available, and that it should be recommendeo.
for design, subject to a proper determination of three constants involved; (I) .
~ fibre stress for failure, (2) effective length, (3) degree of crcokednesB or of
eccentric application of load. These factors, again, the Committee determined by
reasoning, no t by tes t. .
(1) They recommend that "failure", or flul timate ll , should be regarded as the
first attainment of a unit stress virtually that specified as the "yield
point" or "drop of beam" in the specification for mill acceptance of
material.
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(2) Since columns full fixed at each end would have an effective length of
0.5L. they recommended 0.75L for compression members in riveted trusses.
(3) B.Y studying caloulations for seoondary stresses at the ends of truss
chords bent in single curvature. they arrived at a reasonable assumption
that e ~ 0.25r2/c~ which gives in the seoant formula a constant 0.25 for
the general expression ec/r2• This value of 0.25, they oonsidered, would
safely cover the oombined effects of secondary moment and of crookedness;
one of which tends to diminish, ·and the other to increase, as the column
length is increased.
The attention being focussed on the chords of riveted trusses, 'tweak axi s
bending" would be bending in the horizontal p1ane~ The reasoning was that in this
plane there would be li ttle if any end fixity or reduction of effective length
below 1.00L; and also little if any secondary moment; any formula developed for
bending in the plane of the t~ss should be safe for the other.
Tests were then made, in which th~ actual eocentrici ty was controlled· to twice
the proportion thus estimated, or ec/r ~ 0.50. The tests gave satisfactory
ag;~eement with the predictions of the secant formula containing the same faotor vf
0 0 30 for eccentricity. The Committee therefore concluded that the formula shown .o~
th~ chart for "L/r greater than 140 11 was a. good. conservative, general formula fJ:':- .
design, just as applicable to short oolumns as to long•. However, for the relatively.
short columns appearing most·often in practice, it was found possible to devi~ea
much simpler empirical formula for specification use,
• II . • ".::\ .' _.'-. --...~.: ..~:.' ~ ~...:" .• ,_•.~.-,--~.-,._. "'.,'--
. Enterlng this sec~t formula with the yield pOlnt an~ the m6Uulusof carbon
bridge steel, with ec/r ~ 0.25, and with a constant safety factor of 1,76 against
first ~rield, it was found that the resul ting plotted curve, for all values of
L/r up to 140, W:1,S hardly distinguishable from the IIJohnson· ,parabola"f ~ 15~000
1/4 (L/r)2. ,This lattor, then, was the Committee's recommendation for practical
purPoses; it was adopted two years later by Committee X)l., A..R.E.A. .
. ,
Since the .~.R.E.A. Specifications .forbid values over 100 for the t/r of main
.members. or 120 for bracing, the second formula listed on the chart from the
Specificatipn .~ppendix is not often invoked.. However, a case may arise, of a member
of permitted length so situated and so load~d that eccentricity of loading, with
respect to either axis or both, is calculable from the geometry. For such a case
the secant formula has been ext.ended, as shown for the case titled ttlf eccentrici-
ties known tt • In this the factor of 0.25 for the effect of non-calculated
crookedness and secondaries is retained for the prinoipal axis of bending, but is
not imposed on tpe other.
There Would see~ to be no publi shed record of the development of the formula
f =18.000 - 5 (L/b) for laterally unsupported beams. It apparently is a
companion piece to the oolumn formula discussed in the above.
The .4.R'El4. Specification does not contain an "Interaction Formula" as such. For
cases of transverse loading combined with the axial, it simply requires that the
... u:c.H stress found by calculating Pj.4. + Mol! shall not exceed that .allowable on a
s1.:rrple oolumn. viz., 15 cOnO -1/4 (1/r)2. Even though the transverse loading
pTt:»c\ominates. no account is taken of the higher allowance granted in a case of
bending alone.
the
'\
,-
..,
,.
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II. A~SHO SPECIFIC~TIONS FOR STEEL HIGm1~Y BRIDGES
The .~~SHO clauses presently specified were adopted later than the .~RE~, and in
their treatment of known and calculable bending they are seen to b~dervied from the
paper liRati onal Design of Steel Columns II, by D.H. Young, published in the ASCE .
Transactions for 1936.
Dr. Young found.that for centrally loaded columns it made little difference
whether the load for failure was calculated on the basis of an original curvature
(his preference) or on that of an original end eccentrici ty (as in' .the secant
derivation). Naturally. therefore, A~SHO found no reason to depa.rt, in their
"usUEl,lcase" formulas for columns and for laterally unsupported beams, from tho13e
already in effect in the4.BE~ book.
Dr. Young's treatment of known eccentricity is, however. quite different from
the .aSCE - ~RE~. Whereas the latter provides for eccentricity about either axis of
the member, or both. it assumes that the eccentricity at one end of the member. is
the same as that at the other, and on the same side. This, the assumption that the
me:cober bends in single curvature, is the most severe, and often excessive•. Dro
YOU:.1g treats of eccentricity with respect to one axis only; but he alloWS for a;
fl.'ll range of variation of the ratio smaller-.to-greater; from plus 1 .through zerO
. J~o minus 1. This leads to the very tedious formula shown wi th the successive
'P~'3liminarY,factors a.lpha. (J and ¢ to be calculatedo . Q.~SHO short-cuts these com··
putations by providing three graphs from which f may be read off for any variation
of eel r 2 from zero to 2, and of ~ from' pIus to minus 1 ~ . .
The :~~SHO formula shown in the lowest position isanlnteraction formula for
combined transverse and axial loads o It contains a ~rovision for eccentric
application (eg) of the axial load; it requires the pre-calculation of delta,
defleotion that would result from the transverse loads alone, and of ¢.
It will be noted that in both of its formulas involving known end eccentricity,
~~SHO retains the factor of 0.25 for unkncwn crookedness and end eccentricity,
adopted by ARE~.
"III. . USC SPECIFIC~TIONS FOR STRUCTUEAL STEEL IN BUILDINGS
The ~ISC Specifications underwent a general revision about 1934, because the
Ame~icah Society for Testing Materials at. that time had changed the specified
minimum yield point of structural carbon (bridge and building) steel from 30,OOQ to
33,000 psi., and it was desired to take advantage of this in ~ettingwork1ng
stresses•
. . Whereas .USC had theretofore used for columns the Ba.nkine-Go.rdon formvJ.a
f. = .18,000
12
1 + 18,000 r 2
wbJ.ch virtually compelled, for practidal use~ refe.rence to a, table which might n'ot
e.):flays· be at hand, it now took advan tage of the parabola' concept advanced by AREA.
Having adopted a basic tensile stress of 20,000 as against the~REA 18,000, it was
logical to apply the same ratio of increase to the factor 15,000 in the ,~RE4. coll~n
formula. The resulting 16,700 was rounded to 17,000 as a matter of conveniencev
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AlSC ~i-a\1s the- ve.iue· of l/r to reach 120 for main membors. To get a second
point on the intended parabola, it Vlas decided to retain, at l/r =120, the same
alloVTable "f" as found from the old Bankine-Gordon formula; viz., 10,000.; and
also, since the increased yield point would have little effect on the strength of
a long co1wnn, to retain for co1wnns with l/r exceeding 1~, the Rankine-Gordon
formula of the previous specification, as cited above. Uith the two points on the
parabola thus established, the second-term constant could be calculated, and the
new formula, for l/r not greater than 120, became:
f =17,000 - 0.485 (1/r)2.
For bracing members, this specification permits l/r above 120, to a limit of
200, and it is to these members, in this range of slenderness, that the Rankine-
Gordon formula now applies. ~lSC recognizes, however, th~t in a building there may
well be equally slender columns that must be regarded as "main", but which carry
little load and which, if they buckled, could cause quite limited damage. For these'
it has devised that multiplier shown, for the bracing-member values, which gradually
reduces the main-member allowance below the bracing-member so that when l/r reaches
200 the respective values are 3.35 vs. 5.59 psi.
For laterally-unsupported beams, ,USC had adooted the' recommendation of Karl
de Vries, appearing in his paper "Strength of Beams as Determined by Lateral
Bucklingtl, in the ASCE Tran sactions for 1947; with, however, two exceptions~
(1) for very short beams, Id/bt less than 600, the full 20,000 psi. in bending is
allowed, instead of the parabolic transition; (2) the de Vries recommendations are
accepted, or at any rate are implemented, only with respect to rolled beams, on
simple or cantilevered spans; but not With respect to two-bay beams and plate
girders. ~s to these, confirming tests are possibly being awaited.
• Whatever field of rationality or aporoximate rationality may be found for the
~ISC "Interaction Formula", as given at the bottom of the final column on the chart,
it was completely empirical, or arbitrary, as first derived. It: so happened, over
twenty years ago, that one of the major fabricators fell heir to a miscellaneous
lot of erection derricks with widely differing characteristics, and was faced with
the necessity of "rating" their respective safe capacities at different working·
"reaches", on some common standard. With the boom near flat position, the bending
stress from its de~d weight can be quite important; and in almost any boom posit~on,
dependent upon the boom tip details, there will be considerable, and easily found
from layouts, eccentricities of a~plication of the axial force from the load being
raised. It was obviously most unrealistic to apply to the fibre stress from these
bending moments, the limitation imposed by the column formula upon the long,
slender, pin-ended boom. Out of this situation, after one or more arbitrary ex-
pedients were discarded, the present one was hit upon, and adopted. ~l that was
claimed for it was, that it made sense and couldn't be too far from the truth. as
is well known, since .~ISC adopted this rule for specification use, it has asked the
Column Research Council to explore the range and the field, of its theoretical
validity•
•
The specification clauses herewith charted, and in the foregoing disoussed,
are not remotely imagined to cover all possible cases with equal factor of safety or.
~ with all possible economy. They have been in daily use for fifteen to twenty years,
and are fully familiar to thousands of structural engineers and' draftsmen. The
Committees on Practical .~pplications and on Recommended Practice are greatly in-
terested, ftow in finding whether the recent researches of Column Research Council
offer serious corrections therein, and sugges~ the possibility of formulating better
clauses, in forms which will appeal to the speoification-writing bodies whose path
to their present positions has been outlined herein.
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EXTR~CTS
There follow some condensed, and occasionally paraphrased, extracts from the Report
of the A.S.C.E. Cormnittee, published in Trans~ <\..S.C.E., 1933. These will serve to
locate, in this lengthy report, the parts which furnish the background for state-
';, men ts made in the foregoing wi th respect to the ~. R.E..iL. Specification.
1. Page 1388. The application of the theoretical formula for eccen tric loads
has assumedproportionalit~of stress and strain up to the yield point,
and that the yield point determines' the actual load. --- The yield point
is a readily determined property, and is recognized as of major importance
. in the fixing of working stresses.
Page 1405. The average nWeighted ll yield point for tensile specimens is
36,600 psi. 32,000 is 1,000 greater than the minimum "weighted" yield
point. (Note; It 'is apparently not stated in, the Report, that the
snecif1,ed minimUm yield p~int in ~.S.T.M. Spec. ~7 as it then E!tood, was
30,000 pSi.)
Page 1451. From Fig. 30 (a) it is apparent that a yield point of 32,000
may well be used for columns of the grade of material used in these tests.
lJhe deficiency in strength below the theoretical is a maximum of 3-1/2 per
cent. '
•
2. Page 1449.. In regard to the free length of columns' to be. assumed, in
structures such ~s here considered (riveted trusses), the columns are not
free to turn at' theends.~ I t was shown in the Second Progress Report that
the theoret'ical strength of such columns was nearly. eq,ualto that of a
hinged column of half the length. Instead of assuming' the half-, length, a
free length of two-thirds or thre~fourthsmightbe taken as giving
conservative values.
Page 1459. Oonsidering the top chord members (simple-span riveted truss
understood), the eccentricity of load in a lateral direction will be small.
On the other hand it is conceivable that one segment might bend outwardly
and the adjoining segments inwardly. This would in effect give a greater
free length of column in the horizontal than in the loaded plane. It
would appear th~t if a free length of 7510 of ,the free length is assumed
for vertical bending,_ with an eccentric ratio of 0.25, the resulting
formula can safely be applied to lateral bending as well. In other words,
the least value of l/r should be used; ordinarily' this will be the value
about the horizon tal axis.
3. ~age l449.~s a fair estimate of e~centricl ty of load for columns of all
lengths, it is proposed to u~e ec/r =0.25. This will include a
reasonable value for crookedness also. Where the· secondary stresses are.
computed, the actual ratio may be used~ (approximately the average of the
two ends) ~lus about 0.001 l/r for crookedness, instead of the constant
0.25. .
Page 1458. Where the joint deformations are such as to bend a member into
;a reversed curve (Note: . the fact that this is true for many web members
in riveted trusles is disculISed in the Second. Report, Proc. 'L.S.C,E' t near
bottom of Page 1222.), the maximum stresses will be at the' el1de:and wEl
be equal to the direct· 8tr~ss plus theseoondary stress.·· ---til ordinary
practice the same formula will be ~sed for all columna; but it wl1lbe seen
that a calculation o.f ~econdary stressee would enable the des1~ to be ad:...
justed somewhat to i1 t 1;be reqUiremenh. thullgivlng a .\ruoture of more
uniform 8trength.
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4. Page 1383. In conducting the tests, the co1\unns were first centered by
tria.l. Tho~r ';lere then shifted to nroduce the desired eccentricity
(ec/ r 2 = 0.50) with respect to one-' principe~ axis. .
Page 1450. In Pig. 30 &11 of the tests of the Committee have been refraced to
an eccentric ratio of 0.25 by assumingth~t the deviation from the theoretical values
would be about one-lk'llf as great for 0.25 as for the ratio 0,50 used.
5. Page 1454. ,'~ goner31 formul:;. for working stresses would be:
,.
P
Q
'A - 1 + d:. sec 1 '\ lPn--
£: \I IE
ot. eccentric ratio (ec/r2)
1 =free length assumed
n =factor of safety
Sy =yield point of material
I ,~)
(13)
(14) .
(11)
(10)
lfCCO
12
I +leecO r 2
ft.LS. c.
Ft;ildin[ s
(b) main rrembers, statically loaded
f1.6 -1-1:..] l€~
L 'fLO r 12
I + J.EC(X) r 2
If eccentricities known, use
"Interaction Formula", beloW
: End Condition not 'Specified:
I J:/r not freater tban 12C '
, . 1 2
l7CCO - O.485t~)
r
llr 120 to '2.00
(a) bracing, etc.,
(6)
Ti
y.I"'.
e c. .). +( -;..~ + L.:2tf:. E Co sec.~. (7)
A.A.S.I-i.O.
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1 •
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n
._-...,-
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,... I."-c.."..~.... ..._..._._'....l_..~~ ~::"ti.OIl_~~ra<1:-_erse IF :811Owable by above fonmlas.
THE PLACE OF "COMPLEXITY" IN DES IGN SPEG~1'19NS -8
George Winter
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York
The Column Research Council was organized largely for the purpose of providing
information and guidance to cod~writing bodies in regard to some of the most
difficult problems of structurf'...l design· codes, those relating to buckling of all
kinds. It seems most appropriate, therefore,· that at this annual meeting we inquire
somewhat ciritica11y into the nature of design specifications, past, present and
future.
It so happens that the writer has done design and consultingwo+,k in conformity
with various codes of four different countries; that he has been and continues to
be closely connected with the creation and sUbsuquent development of one of our
national design specifications, the one relating to light-gaga, cold-formed steel
structures. And yet, when the chairman assigned him the task to talk on the role .
of "complexity" in design codes, he tried to beg off•. He realized that policies of
code-writing are affected by a host of no~techniceJ. considerations and that
mistcl~en conclusions are easily arrived at from an exclusively engineering view-
point. On the other hand, 'he believes that there is a limi t beyond which disreg2.rd
of engineering advances in design specifications leads to stagnation and toa .
deterioration of the art. '
"Extreme simplicity with assured safety" is frequently advanqed as an aim of
design codes. It strike~ the writer as hardly consistent that this prescription
seems to be applied only. to the last step in the design process, namely to the
selection of the section or member.·
If this concept were used in design in ~neral, the result would be strange
indeed. One would design say, a 200 ft. parallel 'Chord truss (roof or bridge) in
the following manner: (a~ calculate the reauired top 8nd bottom chord sections at
midspan and use these sections for all chord members; (b) calculate tl~ required
web member section~ for the end panel and use these sections for all web members.
In short, design a sizeable span bridge or roof truss as you would design a small,
open-web bar joist. This is indeed extreme simplicity uith assured safety. For
obvious reasons nobody would advocc.. te such e.. design. EXE'J!lples of this kind could
be mul t~p1ied. That iS,in the anal~rsis phase of the design process a sensible
balance is struck botween a reasonable amount of complexity and the resulting
economy.
For some reason, however, it is sometimes thought that this balance need not
apply to the final step, the selection of members. The historical reason seems
simple: To dimension a tension member, all one seemed to need was A = N/f; to
dimension a flexural member S=M/f seems to suffice with a possible check of
v =V/.4...,v. (This is somewhat oversimplified on purpose.) nence the idea that all
selection of member sizes oUght to be as simple as this. It "follows" the.t for
compression members any complication beyond A = P/fc, where f c is a simple function~ of L/r, seems a waste of precious time and effort.
In opposition to this viewpoint it mus t be said th.<"t, except for the simple
cases of tension members and of fully br~ceQ beams under static loading, the process
of member selection is inherently at least as, if not more complex than that of
determining the forces and moments in the members. Andyot, the earlier phases of
the design process, thedetermine.tion of forces, moment, and shears, areohly
.~
a means to the final end, which is the very selection of member sizes.
Hence. the same degree of complexity is warre.nted in the selection of, members
as is commonly employed in determining the forces and moments e.cting in such members.
Examples of faul ty reasoning ca.used by "extreme simplicity" are, among many
others:
(I) The indiscriminate use of the real length instead of the effective length
in column problems. It will be shown in the writer's subsequent con-
tribution that this leads not onl~r to a sizeable waste of materials in
many cases,' but also leads to ad~finite,lack of adequate safety in others.
(2) The use of L!b-formulas for beams, still in use ~ a number of codes,
leads to the well-establishedcontr~dictionsexhibited by the Fig. 1 which
is taken from one of the writer's earlier pe.pers. The Ld!bt-formula,
through some sacrifice of lIextreme simplicity", has considerably improved
this situation. Yet this latter formula continues to be applied not
only for I-secti9ns for which it was developed, but also for two-web
sections such as box-sections. The figure, 'again, shows the irreality
of this approe.ch. This "extreme simplicityll resul ts in the fact that in
steel buildings and bridges covered by the major codes there is now no
"legallf way of taking D.dvanta.geof the tremendous savings in materials
which can be achieved by using box-shc"'.pes for Unbraced. beams. Only soIlie
special codefJ, such as those for crane, light gage, steel, anda1uminwn
construction mal~,adeque.~e allowances for the strength of box beams.
Mr. H.H. Hill will have more to say about "extreme simplicity" in the
, lateral buckling problem. .
(3) The single interaction formula fa/Fa + fb!Fb = 1 now includedi~ a variety
of specifications is supposed to cover the following cases, among others:
compression, plus bending by lateral forces Gbout ,the minor axis, braced;
the same, but unbraced; compression plus bending by·laternl forces a.bout
the major axis, braced; the same unbraced; compression plUS bending by
equa1 or unequal end eccentricities, about the major or minor axis,
braced or unbraced; all the above for ends hinged, free, or restrained.
A. recent report by Committee E cites evidence developed in ORC-sponsored
research that this formuia, in merely some of the,above cases, results
in safety factors vCl.Ijring from 2.,54 doWn to 1.29. If one insists for
- the srke of "simplicitylf, that one formula must be made to cover a dozen
basically different cases; no better result ca~ be expected.
Exa.m:!?les of this kind could be mul tiplied.
It is no accident that in the foreign'marl~et, such as in Latin American and
India, German, French, SWiss, and other foreign structural designs almost
regularly outcompete ours. While this may not be a large 'factor in our construction
industy it is indicative of the lack of economy in me~y of our design procedures,
the usual arguments as to relative labor and materials costs to the contrary
notnithstanding. It costs no more in labor but a greet deal less in material to
use a 40 lb., instead of 54 lb.WF section.
The argument is, often made that the additional cost of engineering by more
elaborate methods would more than offset the savint;s. It is believed that in many
cases this is not so. If it were so, rigid frame analysis would not have ~ined
...
'"
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acceptance, bridge trusses would be dimensioned like open-web bar. joists, nobody
'wouldbother about shells or whether ultimate desisn should not be introduced, etc.
If one thiru<s for 'a moment of the vast additionai amount of engineering which is
expended on the erection rather, th.:-m the design phase of' any major bridge or other
long-span structure, he quickl~T realizes that the moderate additional effort which
should be employed on a safer and more economical determination of member sizes is
entirely negligible.
One hears the following arguments advanced against mro:ing specifications more
elaborate: (a) it would add too much to design time and e:h.1'ense; ('b) many, if not
most, designers are not sufficiently qualified to use' more involved procedures.
In part these arguments have been answered already. In addition, if one looks
at the field of reinforced concrete he sees that relativel~ complex design pro-
cedures have not hampered its development but have, on the contrary, improved its
competitive position. A. hint could easily be tal{en from that field: The wa~r to
deal with relatively complex design methods is not to avoid them but to provide
che,rts and tables which reduce complicated'equations to simple proceaures.
" As to the la~ of qUalification of man~r designers, two thinGS may be said::
(a) If the desiGner were better paid in comparison to the sales and the field
'engineer, the situation would quickl~r change;' consul ting firms who care for really
competent designers and who are willing to pay for them have not found them '
lacking. (b), It is realized, however, that there alway~ will be many small outfits
in which men not really trainad in the artnill use a specification and produce a
design•
What seems to follow from this analysis of the role and influence of
"complexitytl in design codes is this:
Room should be made for the designer of minimum qualification and withnot1me
to spare, but room should also be made for the competent, imaginative engineer who
intends to use the advances in structural engineering for the creation of more
economical, more functional, and possibly ~ore pleasing structures. To this end
a design specification should consist of two distinct pe.rts ~ (.t\) Mandc'1.tOI':'T minimum
provisions of extreme simplicity and (B) ~ional provisions of greater complexity
and refinement. In most cases a large safety fsctor would have to cover the crude,
mandato~J provisions, whereas the more accurate methods of the optional provisions
would permit the use of a much small apparent strength resorve.
There is ample precedent for this approach. Again in reinforced concrete
codes the moment coefficients for continuous slabs or vc..rious kinds are extremel~7
simple, but quite conservative. More accurate design by indeterminate analysis is
permitted and,if used, almost always results in sizeable economy. The
mandato~J part of the German buckling specifications, though not exactl~7 simple
in our sense, consists of 18 pages of provisions, the curder ones being based on a
safety factor of about 2.5. Tho optional provisions of t~~t same code contain 32
pages of more refine~ methods, with safety factors of 1.7 and less. It is not the
w~iter(s intention to suggest that our codes should approach in complexity this
Gorman specification. However, the gap seems just a little too wide between
their approach and ours.
Snch thoroughly conservative provisions of extreme simplicity on the one hand,
and permissive, more realistic and refined provisions on theothe~,Vlould provide
for all cases: for th~ designer who lacks qualifications and/or time, as well
as for the one who wants to use his skill for produc~ng a structure of maximum
efficiency and economy.
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I can think of no greater impetus tow.:-.rd hif,hor stMdards of design, greater
conservation of money and resources, and the achievements of maximum structural
economy and safet:r than the suggested appro[;',ch.
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DISCUSSION - THE PlACE OF "Cm1lPLEXITY" IN DESIGN,
Raymond Archibald
BIlreau of Public Roads
San Francisco, California
It is believed that the columns can be divided into two groups. One represents
the H-column or similar column in which one of the inherent weaknesses is torsional
resistance. T'.ae other category would be the box or cylindriccl column whicahas
considere..ble more strength in torsional resistance and is likely to fail by local
buckling. There will, of course, be the section which fits in neither category,
but at present I believe these two cC',tegories will suffice.
Next, these two groups can again be divided into two classes of slenderness
ratio. TIhere this division of the tITo groups should be made can be decided by the
Commi ttee. For sake of discussion, .. I will use the term "L" as a classifice,tion of
slenderness ratio. r
It is believed th::-,t some simple formula as used in the present Af\SHO
specific2.tions:
L
2
15,000 - 1/4 7
can be used in both groups of columns for slenderness ratios up to 80 or 100~ This
probably will cover a majority of the cases of the important members in the normal
structure. .~s far as I can find, there has been no particular criticism of this
forwula in the slenderness ratio noted•. It may be that it would be advisable to
develop a similar formula for the two gro~ps of columns suggested. .
The second cla,ssification of the gro~,)s would be coiumns \71. thaslende·rnoss
ratio above 80 or 100 and with some top limit above which no column should be
designed. In this group, an analysis or formula should be developed Vlhich could
follow along the lines of .appendix B, ·of tho .ZlA.SHO Bridge Specifications•.. Whether
or not this anal~Tsis can be simplified. can be determined by a commi ttee when the
different f~ctors are consid.ered., as was done in the report prepared. by the Texas
Engineering Station, entitled. nStress Analysis and Design of Steel Oolumns".
:Bu1lE)tin Ho. 129,· February 1953. Over...simplification in the anal~rsis or design
criteria should be avoided in this classification as we are approaching the danger
area.
There have appeared. several criticisms of the present column analysis as
presented in .~ppendix B and also material developed by the Column Research Council
which should be considered in an~T analysis. First, tho locked-in or rolled-in
stress as d.etermined by Bruce Johnston is a serious matter in the design of columns,
·Oll.t I am of the opinion the.t no particular value CE>n be assigned to this "defect"
since it involves such a wide range. If this proves to be a serious matter -- and
I think it is -- it will be necessary that some provision be made for the stress
relieVing of shapes that are to be used in compression members. This may sound
impractical but it may be the only solution.
In the April-I.lay 1953 issue of the "Journal of the Institution of Engineering,
Australia" appears an article b~r Mr. "iT. Hansen enti tled "More Rational Column. .
Design, with Comments on AA,SHO Fallacies." In this article Mr. H[',nsen cri thes the
value of 0.25 in the AA,SHO formula which provides for inherent crookedness end
unlmown eccentricities. He suggests the term "L/300" e,s a possible, solution. He
cri ticizes other factors used. cmd goes into considerable length regarding the term
"1 11 as applied to different end condi tions. ~his has also been questioned by other
engineers.
..
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In general. it is believed th~t improvements can be made on the prosent design
formulas due to the mater~al which has been developed by the Column Research
Council. .I bel ieve it behooves the Council to talco aclv8.Il tage of thi s fact and
present such improvements to the engineering profession. It is fully realized that
such action will not satisfy entirely all of the columntl1eor1sts and probably in
extreme cases it may be shov7n where the ~pproxi~tion used is put of line, Perhaps
we can satisfy these conditions by establishing a limit to which the criteria can
be applied.
·It is earnestly urged that the Column Research Council gives se.rious con-
sideration to some such line of action at this time •
..
..
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BASIC COLU}m STRENGTH
Bruce G. Johnston
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Miohigan
The subject "Basi" Column Strength" is far from a new one; it has ~etained the
interest of mathematicians and engineers alike for more than the 200 years since
Euler's famous con~ributions to column theory of 1744 and :t757. rr>dlscussing 'badc
column strength, it seems best to avoid all mathematics and specific fermulas,
What are the physical factors that influence the behavior of columns?
A column, is a structural member whose primary function is to transmit compres-
sive force between two points in a structure. What, in its ultimate behavior, dis-
tinguishes a column from other structural members? Al though the yieldiag of metals
is a shearing process, in a ~neral sense it may be stated that the failure of a
tew:;ion member is in tension, the. failure of a beam bent in its weak plane is in
bG~tlng, and the shear failure of a rivet under shear is in shear~ The ltst could
be made larger but the point is that many members fail in the same mode of behavior
as )8 their primary function at working loads. In contradistinction, a column is
loacced and functions in compression at workin~ loads but it does not generally fan
,b~r (':trect compression. It faUs by exoesSive bending or, in some casea, by bend!ng
comoined with tWisting. If a bent and/or twisted configuration of a compression
men~er exists such that concurrently With the applied compressive loads there are
caOJ.sed bending and. torsional momenta that will exactly account for the assumed bent
ancl twisted configuration. then the member will find. it as easy to take up th1s new
confi~ration as to remain straight and. the load thus determined is called a buckling
'load.. This is a complicated. way of saying that if a compression member can find a
,'!lay to bend or twi~t under a given concentric load. it will do so. This 1s also What
~ardy Cross has e~ressed more generally and somewhat humorously, "If a structure
can find a way to fail it will do so".
A perfect structural material would be one that was perfectly rigid and. infin-
itely strong. If such a material existed structural engineers would l~se their jobs.
If we admit just one relaxation from perfection, i.e., consider a material that has
a. finite modulus of rigidity but is still infinitely strong, then the Euler load is
:the load that column made of such an elastic material can carrY. It is that load,
wh1chw1l1 hold the column in a bent position. An inf1nitesim~l tendeney to bend
into a bent or buckled position will, at the .. Euler load cause the column so to bend.
If we now refuse to admit perfect elasticity and consider the stress-strain curve of
the material as an additional modifying factor causing departure from perfection t
then the compressive load capacity without apy bending 1s the tangent-modulus load~
Shanley having showed that if any load larger than the tangent-mod~us load is ap..,
plied the column will start to bend.
Since the failure of the column, excluding the possibility of torsion, is a
~tter of bending, one may catalo~ two general categories or "effects ll that in rea.l
po}vmns influence bending behavior. These result in departure from the ideal column
ptrength estimated by the tangent.".modulus theory•
~~ Accidental factors that cause bending in the column to take place beloW t~e tan-
gent-modulus load.:
,~. Lateral loads~
B. End eccentric! ty.
O. Col~n curvature or tWist.
••
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2./ Factors toot modify resistance to bending:
A. Residual stress (may increase or decrease strength)
B. Variation in inelastic stress-strain characteristics, either inherent in
the material or as a result of prior tensile ove~strain in all or various
parts of the column.
c. Shear strength.
D. Local buckl ing.
E. Shape of cross~section.
F.Lateral or end restraints (increase strength)
G. Pre-straining in compression over the elastic limit to increase strength.
(One might visualize ,a giant press that Would preload a column in compres-
sion, prior to shipment, such a press at the same time holding a column in
roller guides throughout its length against local or general buckling.)
, One item has been left out of the foregoing outline, that is. compressive load,
yvhich in itself reduces bending stiffness. When a "perfeet ll column buckles at the
~u1er load it remains perfectly straight up to that ioad and then suddenly buckles
~i~hindefinite deflections within the ran@6 wherein the assumption! inherent in the.'
~uler derivation are valid. It would appear as if such a perfect column suddenly
tost all of its bending stiffness, since'the slightest touch would cause it to take
~ny bent position desired. This is not the case. Relatively small axial load has
+i ttle effect on bending stiffness. as measured by liE! ", but at a gradually increas-,
ing rate the bending stiffness reduces and as the Euler load is approached the rate .
of loss is quite rapid. The bending stiffness does become zero when the Euler load
is reached but the variation 19 a con t1nuous function of lOad even though the buck-
ling,itself is a discontinuous process. The story of Samson's feat in bringing'idown
~he roof of the ancient temple by exerting lateral force on two of the great columns
~f the structure illustrated a loss in bending stiffness. Perhap's these columns were
rather near the buckling loadl Their bending stiffness being greatly reduced, a '
properly loca,ted Samson could no doubtbrlng them down. by a lateral load that would
have had but little effect on the same member in the absence of column load..
,If any generalization at all can be made ,abo~t the list of factors that affect
the strength of a column it is the obvious one that it is impractical to introduce
them all in any mathematical way into anyone column formula. On the other hand,'
various investigators and designers in the past have tended to over-emphasize one
factor without a good enough look at the others. One is reminded of the old fable
of the blind men feeling various parts of an elephant, with each different man com-
ing to a different conclusionQ8 to what -an elephant really was. The uncerta.inty as
to what a column realli 1s has been increased by virtue of the fact that even in
laboratory tests there are usually several factors affecting column strength as
determined by the testing machine. In attempting to explain any single test by a
mathematical formula, it is quite possible through' over-emphas1a of anyone factor
in any particular trial "theory", unknowingLy or otherwise, to compensa.te for the
effect of other factors that may eo-exist in the tests but mar be omitted f'romthe
particular theory that is on trial. Thus. one may take a given set of test da.ta. on
concentrically loaded hinge-endeolumn~ and shoW that the test resu! ts agree by one
approach With the secant t~rmula, assuming aocidental initial ,eccentricities of the
required amount to make the theory fit the test. or, on the Qther hand, a!ree with
an in i tlal CUM'a ture thoory by asouming an: 1nltial'" cUrV~ture'o-1r"%ho ':te'quh'edm~5dmuA
amount. 91~e. tb,ere may be no proof at " . .
•..
all that either eccentricity or curvature Was the dominating factor that should have
~een used ~n the theory. :Perhaps what should bave been considared'was the presence"
pf residu,a.]. stress due to ,cooling~fter rolling.-
\ Cut of the confusion emerges the cle~.r· fact that the tallGentmodulusprediction
of column strenGth is the 10gicoJ. common ,denominator by which such, strength should,
be nrecticted .:lIld all other factors tending to lower tlie strength of·an actual
colUmn, may be thou@1t 'of as doing so with respect to the tangent~modulus strength
estim,':'.te e.s em upper limit. Thus, it seems to mo that Col1JlIl11 Resec.rchCo\lllcil, is on
solid ground. when, in its "Ted:miccJ. Memore..ndum Ho. 1", it 8.ffirms through.its
ReseArch Committee .~
"It is the considered opinion of the Column :Research Council that
the tangent-modulus formula for the buckling strength affords a
proper basis for the Working load formulas" but; in clarification,
the same technical memorandum later states "it is not the intention
to advocate the use of the tangent-modulus formula in design, but"
rather to propose it as a basis for relating the stress-strain
properties of the m,aterial to the column strength of the material."
The tangent-modulus form~a bas been with us for a long time even though the
'feconcllanon between it and the double modulus formula was achieved but recen tly_
~hy did it take Column Research CoUncil so long to come up with a memorandum approv-
ing it? Perhaps this is due to our pre;':'occupation with structural steel. You have
~eard from Mr. Jones the story as to how the secant formula has with f~irlygood re-
~ul t been the basis for column design in our major specifications. Thus, to 'endors.e
'the tangent-modulus formula represented a depa.rture that could not be made wi thout '
yery careful consideration. I~ the aircraft" industry, on the other hand, materials
flave largely been non-fe,rrous, with their typical lack of a sudden yield-point such
its 19 exhibited 'by strQ.ctural steel. For s,+chmaterialsthe need to use the tangent-
modulus criterion is an obvious one. Our thinking reg~rding,structural steel has
been conditioned on the basis of emaIl coupontestsandusuallY.1tiS.only in these
~hat we find the sudden "yield-point" after a nearly linear stress-st'rain relation-
~hip up to loads just below the yield level. Thus, it was natural in thinking of
steel to follow the same design'ba.sis that is used. in other aspects of steel design.
that is, compute the load causing initial yield and divide this by a suitable factor
of safety. Since labora.tory test resul'ts showed that steel columns in the range of
effective L/r 1)etween 50 and 95 never reached th~ yield point, SOme logical means was
necessary to explain this failure,! Various approaches or "philosophies" could have
been adopted and the load at which yield was re~ched might have 'been figured accord-
ing to anyone of the following:
1. Accidental eccentrici ty.
2. Acciden tal curvature.
3. Accidental lateral load.
While it is true that each of these factors undoubtedly exiats- in 'any column, at
least in some more or less minute degree, the fact has been demonstrated 'by current
research, s-ponsored through Column Research Council at L~high University, ,that a more
impc~tant factor than any of these three may be the reduction in bending resistance
resUl ting from the residual'stress pattern that puts ini tia1 compressive stresses in
the outer regions of a column section. Such patterns are'typicar of the heavy rolled
Wide-flange section and result primarily from cooling after 'rolling. I t has further
, been shown that, on the basis ofa residual'stress pattern that meets certain specific
conditions, the reduced bending resistance may be evaluated and introduced into a
modified tangent-modulus for.mula as a m~ans of determining the strength ofa rolled
steel c,olwnn.
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"To the third great source of weakness in a column, deterioration
in the quality of the material, not much co~sid~ration is paid in
the usual formulae. Nevertheless,· more and more stress is laid by'
experimenters upon it. Under this heading must be included:
. effect of past history
effect of cold straightening
stresses set up during manufacture
ini tial stresses
local permanen t sets
annealing
flaws and. local defects."
Salmon goes on to cite experiments made as far back a.s 1888 showing that lInothing
showed the influence of provious strains on steel better tbSn experiments on long
columns. If The .. tests that he refers to showed the increase in strength made possible
by prior compression and the reduction in strength caused by cold str~ightening as a
result of the Bauschinger effect combined with the effect of residUal stress. We
alSlO find from Salmon's book that the secant or Ifeccent,:ricity" formula waspres,ented
just ninety-six yearaago, in 1858, and that the problem of the initially curved.
column was solved fairly well prior to 1900. Salmon, in his bOOk, gives a very com'"
plete solution of the elastic behavior of the column that' issimultan~ously curved
and has endeecentrici tie!3.
In view of ita considerable use as a basis for column design formulas, we should
ghe some special attention to the secant or lfeccentricityl1 formula wherein we CO!l-
!O s:l.o.6:':' only an accidental eccentricity and adjust it empirically so that it incluc."s.
also the concurrent effects that lower the strength of a real column•. This is the
bas~,s on which, as Mr. Jones has pointed out, the "parabolic" design 'formulas of
~ ,ll.R1J.l~J ."SIlO and later ,USC have been developed. Wi thout implying any cri ticism of
the design formulas themselves. certain comments seem appropriate:
1. The actual eccentricities are variable and uncertain. Ooncerningthe secant for-
mula Salmon (p. 131) said "the artifice of cloaking real ignorance by the i.ni;:cv-
ductionof constants is no solution to the difficulty. This difficulty is, in
fact, the essential difficulty of the COlumn' problem, and is not peculiar to this
formula. If
~..
,....
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2. If a column is framed at the ends, and few real columns are not, the eccentricity
will ~ary with load. In a Fritz Laboratory memorandum that had been prepared
for the American Institute of Steel Con~truction in January of 1941 a building
frame was analyzed. formulas were developed, and graphs drawn to show, for vary-
ing proportions between beam and column stiffness. how any initial eccentricity
at the ends of a restrained column would gradually disap~ear as the column load
increased and the oolumn bending stiffness; thereby decreased. Finally a load
condition is reached wherein the end eccentricity has disappeared entirely.
While the column then appears as it would if it were pin ended there is a real
difference because it still has avaiiable restraint that may be provided by the
framing elements. Thus, as column loading is further increased the beams which
i~i tially applied moment to the column:, now become restraining members and the
eccentricity actually reverses in sign~ The column then has a reduced equivalent
length rather than the increased equiValent length that it originally pos6ossed.
It should. of course, be admitted that the original eccentrici ty has some effect
on the column strength. since, in order to eliminate it, the column undergoes
considerable bending. Recent eO\Ulcl1 projects at Oomall University on the SUb-
ject of the eccentrically loaded and restrained column have added to our knowl-
edge on this 'subject and you will hear about this work this afternoon when Dr.
Winter .speaks to us.
3. The secant formula. predicts the theoretical load at the beginning of yield. But
if steel actually exhibited linear behavior up to the yield point level there
would be a considerable reserve of strength for compact shapes so that the se-
can t formula might then suggest too Iowa working load in many cases.
4. The secant formula neglects the possibility of torsional buckling combined with
bending~ This is reasonable in the case of box sections but is open to question
in the case of rolled WF shapes bent in the strong plane.
5. Finally,and most important is the fact that· in reality, for rolled structural
shapes. the prime factor to be considered is the reduction' in bending resistance
caused by residual stress~
In summary, then. it can be stated that the secant formula as applied to design
formulas for concentrically loaded columns is based on an eccen trici tywhich. if it
exists at all. is of unknown amount. Further, its effect will vary and cpmpletely
'reverse itself during tests if the member is framed at the ends. The same may be
said of the test of a flat-end column which does not have perfect parallelism between
the ends. in which case the testing machine provides the restraint at the ends. Sal-
mone solved this problem in the elastic range and showed how the ini tia.l effective
eccentricity in a laboratory teet is reversed prlorto column failure.
In spite of admitted empiricism the 4.RE4. 4ASHO, and AlSO parabolic des1~ for-
mulas have proved their utility and safety Within the range of their intended appli-
cation. Theory and design formula are harmonized because the secant formula con-
tains adjustable parameters that could,'by wise choice, provide a curve that could
be made to pass reasonably well through the main scatter~and of a. large quantity of
~ . (JoJ.'l.'.mn test results. Furthermore, it· should' be remembered that this particular d3.s-
.cu:~sion is limited to the design of columns that are assumed. as concentrically loaded
an,;' we do. not include "bea.m-columsn Which may be deliberately designed to carry
.. both compression and bending moment.
Presumably, however, a column formula fOr concentric loads might rationally be
based on the 'reduction ·in bending resistance caused by residual stress. This caa
be introduced into the tangent":'modulus theory of basic column strength. When this
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is done it will be found that the residual stress is a primary factor only in the
intermediate range of 1/ r, between 60 and:l-20. The yield strength determines the
strength of the shorter col~ and the Euler or elastic buclcling load determines the
strength of the longer column. This does not mean that we can lose sight entirely
of accidental eccentricities, curvature, or lateral loads in the desi€1l of a column
that is intended to be loaded concentrically. However,it would seem possible to
allow for these as causing an unavoidable scatterband in actual .strength with the
lower limits of such a·scatterband to be .safely out of range of desi€1l loads byvir-
tue of a suitable factor of safety.
The primary importance of residual stress has been demonstrated for t~e rolled
wide-flange shape but a different evaluation of the p'riniary factor .would possibly
be called for, say, in the case of a column made of 4 angles plus lacing bars.
Before proceeding to a brief discussion of different types of design formulas
the problem of local buckling should be mentioned. Our present design specification
usually require proportions as to plate thickness, lacing bar proportions, etc.,
such that the strength ot the local part will :be stronger than that of the column as
a Whole. In most instances, this local strength is arrived at by proportioning local
elements so that they will theoretically' reach their yield poin t before local buuk··
ling takes place. This is not always the practice, however, as in the case of t::J.e
waD of a plate girder Wherein intermediate stiffeners may be omi tted entirely fo;;.~ a
g:l:ven depth-thickness-ratio if the maximum shear-stress falls below a certain value.
~hese webs, if lOaded in shear would buckle in the elastic range, but since there
appears to be no danger of such shear stresses developing, 1;4e rule of designing
local parts so that the yield point will be reached without buckling is in this case
not followed. An important question of "philosophy" arises here. Shall the present
specifications on local buckling be relaxed so that, for example, in a very long
column With a low allowable average stress one would also allow increase~width~
thickness ratios in the local parts even though this made them sus~eptible toelast1c
local bu.ckling? It would appear that the primary danger in this philosophy is the
possibility that due to eccentric~ty and curvature, both initial and as a result of
column bending, the local part may be rather highly stressed even, though the average
stress on the column as a whole is quite low. This is a problem needing further
stUdy•
.~nother question concerning which a definite philosophy would be desirable is
the follOWing. Shall basic column strength be. eval ua:ted from a s tress-strain curve
that ia typical of a large sampling of a specified material~-orshall column strength
as a function of slenderness ratio be evaluated on the basis of minimum strength
properties? In the past, in relation to the a.pplication of the secant formula, t.he
minimum. specification yield '00 in t has been used as the strength criterion•., In the
tangent-modulus evaluation of column strength, as has been advocated by Column Re·~
search Council in·its Technical Memorandum No.1, . the assumntion usually has been
that the use of atypical, or tfmean.lt curve, was the preferred course. Variations
fr0m the mean would be acceptable and allowed for in the fac~or of safety. There are,
h~~ever. good arguments for· the use of guaranteed minimum stress-strain curve as the
<led.gn basis.
kJ. though not necessarily required in a discussion of "basic column strength" a
, few closing remarks will be made concerning the relative merits of empirical des:'.gn
fOY.'l;1ulas for concentrically loaded colurims. It seems that the choice lies betwe(;j1J.
tha existing parabolic type formula, fairing into the Euler type curve in the long
column range, or theal ternate p('~sibility of the use of a liltra1ght line reduction
formula. also fairing into an Euler type curve for long columns~
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Some of the advantages of the' parabolic req.uction formula are as fon'ai/is' '
Out to the Euler type curve it provides a single expression for average permis-
sible stress. '
It is already familiar arid accepted by structural engineers whereas the use of a
straight line reduction formula would appear to be a throw-back to earlier prac-
tice.
The advantages for the straight-line formula are as follows:
1. It might permit in the very sho'rt column range the use of higher working stresses.
If a column has some restraint at 'the ends, that is, if the end rotation of the
restraining members is self limiting in amount, any minor initial eccentricities
will be eliminated before column failure. Thus, it Would seem that out to an
L '/r of say 15 or 21 one might use the same allowable stress1n columns as is
used in tension members. Then astralght line reduction out to a point tangent
,to the Euler type curve will probably give a reasonably ,uniform factor of safety.
The decision as,to Which formula is mo~t su+table for design purposes would s6em
appropriate to our' committees on Practical Applications and ~commended Practice.
It is the ,intent of Column' Besearch Council f S Research Committee A to start the
ball rolling by submitting to the Practical Applica. tiona Committee a digest of con-
t!'i'butions ef the council to date~ Dr. Lynn Beedle has prepared a tentative draft of
su.ch a committee report which bulldson the past work of the CO'llIlcll as summarized
under the following head1l1gs:
1. ,Technical Memorandum No.1, "The basic column formula".
2. The~eich survey of eXisting information~ undertaken as an aid to Dr.
Bleich in the preparation of his book on "Buckling Strength of MetalStruc-
tures" •
3. Notes on Compression Testing (Technical Memorandum No.2). Now approaching
final, form.
4. Compressive Properties of Structural Metals and Alloys. The survey of ex-
isting information begun by Mr. Jones.
5. The study of residual stress and mechanical properties of structural metals
now in progress at Lehigh University.
Dr. Beedle goes on to compare specifie formulas, covering more ,definitely muah
of the thinking I have attempted this morning'~o presen t to you in a rather general
and descriptive fashion. ~y recommendations that I have made should. not be consi-
de:'~EFd as ceuncll recommendations but +hope that they maybe of some use as we move
fo::;'Ward to realize some practicalbenefitsout of tho past work of Column Eesearch
CDU.'"l C11-. '
DISCUSSIon - B~I C COLDEN STBEITGTR
C.R. Clarahan
Roward, Needles, Tammen and Bergendoff
New Yorl;;:, Hew York
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I have been asked to discuss this paper from a practical s tand.-floint. I found
this qUite difficult and i tseemed that I .could contribute more by outlining a few
problems that' I encounter in my work as e. bridge designer.
It is customary ,to find bridge piers on long slender piles driven through
considerable depths of soft material. Ue know, in general, that quite poor soils
will offer satisfacto~J restraint against buclding'but we would like to have a
method of, analysis that is sound and not too complicated to check our experionce.
Perhaps some of the piles are battered. Does this batter affect appreciably the
column strength when the piles are supported by poor silts?
Many piers consist of two columns with a connecting diaphragm. They are
essentially cantilevered from a relatively massive footing. Generally ,the average
uni t stresses are quite low, about 200 to 300 psi but the bending stresses are,
quite high. Usually the columns are relatively stiff with small defloctions. '\1hat
are the pennissible stresses in a column of this type?' How little reinforcing cen
be used? Wllat should be the spacing, size end shape of the ties? To what extent
is the amount of ties affected by theembediment of the vertice.l bars? The
diaphragms or struts between the piers are often narrower than tho columns. What
should the relation of the width of the strat and the Width of the column? What
are the permissible unit stresses in the strut at the center of its span and. at
the shaft for different ratios of width of the strut and its span?
In continuous beam spans, the bottom flanges of the beams are in compression
at the interior piers. The bottom ,flanges are generally supported by diaphragms
at the pier [',1ld at points 20 to 25 feet beyond'the piers. The variation in unit
stress in compression may be large or small dependent on the length of span and the
use of cover plates. i1hen ~s, it necessary to reduce the permissible unit stress
in compression? .
In plate girder spans, it would be desirable at times to omit vertical
stiffeners and use only horizontal st.i,ffoners -spanning between floorbeam connections.
It is probable that this construction would be entirel~r satisfactoI"'Je In such
construction, what should be the stiffness of the horizontal stiffeners?
The use of perforated plates for heavy com~ression members is common. The
shape of these perforations is still debatod.. If the member is also subjected to
shears of considerable magnitUde across the perforated. plates, what should be the
size and shape of the perforations and how much of the plate can be safely removed
by the perforations?
These problems are t~~ical of those that are found in design. The questions ,
can at present only be solved by judE¢1ent and crude approximations.
We have two specifications for birdge designs that are in general use. They
are rightly quite general in their requirements~ The men under me are constantl~r
questioning their interpretation and wondering if their problem is governed by one
or the other clause. Man~r of their questions I have to answer by telling them that
if they have a~y doubt of the strength of a member to add a little more steel. This
solution is not scientific but the only manner a busy office can handle minor
problems.
,'..
,..
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After thirty years of designing bridges under numerous specifications, I have
reaChed the conclusion that no specifications should be published with a com-
prehensive appendix that gives the background for the spe~ification. It should
state the research that has been performed, the limi tation of the specification
and the areas where our 1mowledge is scant. I venture to predi~t that some of the
requirements of our specifications that have been carried over from earlier work
would soon be altered and that our specifications would not reflect the personal
prejudices of the more aggressive member~ of the group writing the specifications
if our specifications had sudh appendices.
•..
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O.G. Julian
Jackson & Moreland Engineers
Boston 16, Mass.
I heartily indorse the suggestion made in discussion by Mr. Ol~r~~n that
specifications should clearly state the premises upon which they are based and the
limitations of the provisions and formulae cited. If those who draw up
specifications were required to publish "how they got thSt way" we would probabl~r
have more rational specification requirements. I believe e,ver,.y specification should
be accompanied by an appendix in which the general background and reasoning
leading to each requirement are clearly and cogently set forth.
All columns are in fact subjected to flexure about both principal axes as well
as to axial forces. I believe that we should give considerably more attention to
frame analysis and the effect of accidental eccentricities due to imperfections
'liMn is common practice. My observations indicate that such eccentricities far
exceed one tenth the kern radius and are considerably more th~n one might infer
from a perusal of specification requirements on tolerances. It is understood that
Gommittee ] is making a study of the magnitude of accidental eccentricities encoun-
't;c:ted in practice. It is hoped that they present their findings in the form of a
E'0P;t.istical anal~rsis, indicating the full range of such eccentrici ties, the
~oefficient of variation and skewness of the'data.
In discussion Professor ~inter has made the suggestion that we mi~lt have two
sets of specification requirements. One extremely simple set for those who are not
::)repared to ma1<:e anything approaching an exact analysis and a second set for those
who wish to design their structures analysis and a second set for those who wish to
Qesign their structures anal~rsis ~~d a second set for those who wish to design
structures on a more rational b~sis and thereby achieve a saving on the overall
cost o~ construction. This reminds me of a double code of morals. A criterion
eften used by clients in judging the efficiency of an engineer is the cost of
engineering as compared to overall construction costs. On this basis an engineer
who used the extremely simple specific~tionswould obviously be able to mw~e a
better showing than his more competent or conscientious competitor; but the clients
loses. The double specification therefore may possibly have distinct disadvantages.
Complicated formulae if otherv/ise desirable should not be shunned just be-
cause they'are complicated. They ordinarily can and should be reduced to graphical
form which can be used readily by designers \vi th the minimum chance of error. (An
example is given in discussion of the paper presented by :pro Winter on Compression
Ivlembers in Trusses and Fro-mes).
N8J. Hoff
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
:~:,:'ooklyn 2, H. Y.
I feel ve~J strongly that no conflict exists between good theoretical men and
good experimental or practical men. If both sides perform their duties perfectly
tile answers reached must be identical. The trouble begins when a theoretical man
tr:;sts implici tJ.y his resul ts because the~r were derived correctly in agreement with
the rules of mathematics but fails to realize ~lat his basic physical assumptions
were correct only for a muCh more restricted field then the one to which he wants
to apply the results. In the same manner, practical men are sometimes in the
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habit of relying iq>lici tly on the rasul ts of their experiments even though what
they measured was entirely different from what they thought they measured. .~ con-
flict between theory and experiment or prf1,ctice cannot exist at all if one realizes
that theory is simply the experience of all those persons who lived and worked
before us, condensed and presented in a. refined fom •
D.C. Drncker
Brown University
Providence 12, Bhode Island
There is some Ck~ger in treating problems without considering the possibility
of torsional failure. .b bucJ:.ling in the plastic range is but imperfectly under-
stood, tests are always essential if initial imperfections or eccentricities of
any type are ignored or when the reserve strength above the initial yield point is
to be depended upon in the factor of safety. The difficu1 ty may be 'most pronounced
when known eccentricities are large. .
:8 oJ" RubIa
.'2I.ssociation of Americc911 Railroads
Ohicago 16, Illinois
ve have d~temined the eccentricities in compression members of railroad
bridges by measuring the strains at the ends of the members near the ~ssett plates
and have found these eccentricities considerably greater than calculated values.
rfuere is USUally le.rge b.ending stresses about the vertical axis of the member Which,
in general, cannot be calculated. In general, we have measured stresses in the
corners of members which have been 100% greater'than the direct stresses in the
members. I doubt very much that we can calculate the actual stresses in any bridge
member closer than 50%, considering the variations in bending stresses, locomotiye
axle weights, and dynamic effects. . .
B.G. Johnston
Univorsity of Michigan
Arin Arbor, :Michigan
It is of interest, and a bit paradoxical, to find practicing engineers
Willing to accept greater comple:J4 ty in design formulas---and college professors
holding back because of a fear that the engineer is unwUling to accept more than
a very minimum of complexity. Dr. Drncker correctly points out that torsional
failure cannot always be neglected in 'beam-columns. The speaker agrees fully with
. Dr. Hoff's comments regarding the importance of relating laboratory tests to
"behavior in real strnctures. .
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SOME CCli!MEHTS Ol~ S 1lElSIGN OF ]]JAMS S1J]J'ECT TO F.:\ItUlUTI :BY LA.TillR~-TORSIOi1AL
:BUOKLING AIID OF iiTI<JEE31RS mIDBP. COl':!'J?3SSIOH .um rnHDIlm
Harry N. Hill
Aluminum Company of .Ilmerica
New Kensington, Penna.
Much more is known about how to calculate the strength of a structure or a
structural part than is normally employed in the usual design specifications. The
difficulty lies in determining what part of this knowledge is necessary to a
satisfactory solution of the designers' practical problems and in translating the
knowledge into language simple enougn for the designer to use. The extent to which
this knowledge can be incorporated into design specifications is frequently limi ted
by a general insistence that design methods must be extremely simple.
It is true that if the nature of the design problem1s sufficiently limited,
axtrema],y simple design methods can be devised. In genaraI", however, extreme
simplicity can only be attained at the possible expense of safety or efficiency of
design - and generally, we hope, it is the latter.
Let us consider the laterally unsupported beam that fails by buckling sidewise.
The early concept of this type of failure Was that the compression flange failed as
a column, and this led to the introduction of. the parameter Lib as a measure of th~
strangth of the beam. Of course, when sidewise buckling occurs, the tension flange
tries to remain straight while the compression flange moves sidewise and this results
in twisting of the beam. The resistance of the beam t¢ buckling must then involve
i '\;s twisting stiffness as well as its lateral bending stiffnes,s. The twisting
s':;:l.ffness is composed of two parts - the "Sain t Venan t" part, measured by the torsion
~c::c.,stant "J" - and the "resis,tance to warping tl part, measured by the, torsion-'
o0,nding constant "C ". B.oth of these "constants II are "section elements" (in the
M;,me sense as momen~s of inertia) being defined by the size and shape. of the cross-
S9('.'tion of the beam.
Formulas are available for calculating the buckling strength of a beam under a
great variety of loading condi tions including simul taneous bending (in several
p2anes), torsion and end loads. Such formulas are admittedly too'involved and
oomplex for design specifications~ Let us look for simplification by narrowing the
saope of the problem. For instance, consider beams loaded in bending only, and only
in the direction of greatest stiffness; and assume further that the c~oEs~section is
~ymmetrical about the principal axis normal to the plane of bending (such as an I
~l' [), or has point symmetry (such as Z). The buckling stress for such beams
(assuming elastic action for the time being) ~s given by the equation
•
.\0. and B = coefficien ts (numbers) depending on the condi tions of loading, the
~est.raint at the ends of the laterally unsupported length (L) and the modUlus of
elas'Gici ty and Poisson's ratio of the material.
Iy - moment of inertia normal to the direction of bending. in. 4
Sc - section modulus in the plane of bending, in.3
d - depth of beam, in.
J =torsion constant, In. 4
Cs =torsion-bending constant, in. 6
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All the terms in this equation should be familiar to the design engineer with
the probable exception of Cs • Fornro.las are available for calculating this element
for a great many sectiOns. However, this term can be replaced with more familiar
terms if werestriQ,'i; our problem to the sidewise buckling of beams of symmetrical I
cross-section, loaded by bending in the plane of the web. Equation (1) then
bec'omes .
!\ol and Bl are again numerical coefficients but ofdifferent values than ,~and B for the same condition
of loading and restraint.
Now we have a relatively simple formula by which one can calculate the buckling
stress for a beam of sYmmetrical I-shaped cross-section, with bending in the plane
of the web, for a variety of conditions of loading and end restraint. Probably the
simplest form for this equation would be
• • • • •
..
4.
in which.k is a function of the conditions of loading
and restraint, the modulus of elasticity and l?oisson's 2- ,
ratio of the material, and of the parameter [(J/ly) ,(Lid) -J •
Equation (3) would be supplemented by a series of curves giving Ilk" values for
a number of condi tions of loading and restraint, plotted against r~ (' L \ 2J .
Data for such curves are now available. The number of eurves _Ii d. I
plotted would be restricted to those conditions of loading and restraint that cover
the designer's practical needs. Of course, if a desigtl,specification.were to be
based on Equation (3), it Would be necessary to include a factor of safety and to .
l:l.mi t the allowable stress by the basic allowable design stress.
Such a design specification based on Equation (3) would prOVide a relatively
simple means for the safe and yet efficient design of beams of symmetrical I cross-
section subjected to bending in the plane of the web, under a variety of conditions
of loading and restraint at the ends of the laterally unsupp~rted length. The
design procedure might be as follows:
J L)21. Calculate the value of I (d ·
. y
2. With this value go to the curve representing the condition of loading
and restraint of the problem, to evaluate "k"(or interpolate between
curves representing bounding conditions).
3. Calculate the value of ~ (~) 2
Y4. With this value go to a curve for the allowable bending stress for the
beam. (Such a curve would take account of the yield strength of the
material and the factor of safety).
-2:1
If greatersimpl1fication is desired, it can be,obtained by further restricting
the scope of the problem. For example. it might be decided that for design
purposes the most severe condition of loading likely to be encountered shoul~ be
assumed and all beams designed accordingly. In this case~l and :81 would be
replaced in Equation (2) by numbers, and the equation could be solved directly
without recourse to curves for different loading conditions. (In practice. 1t would
be convenient to use Equation (3) and a single curve of k plotted against the pa~
rameter [(J/Iy) (L/d)2Ja:r;td follow the steps outlined above). Such a procedure would
be safe, but in some instances ultra-conservative. The condition of loading chosen
might be e1 ther the case of uniform loadi,ng on the, top nange or the case of uniform
bending moment over the full laterally unsupported length. There is not very much
difference. between these two loading condi tiona as far as, the buckling strength of
the beam is concerned.. If the latter case were chosen (i.e., uniform bending
moment), the effects of lateral bending restraint from connections at the ends of
the laterally unsupported length might be taken into account simply by replacing'
the term "LII by an equivalent length "XLII. in Which. K would have the same meaning
as in column formulas (i. e. , K = 1 for pinned ends and K = 0.5 for complete fixity).
,although the use of Equation (2) or the design method based on Equation (3)
involves only simple slide rule manipulations and the use of simple two dimensional
curves, some will contend that the procedures are too complex for ordinary design
engineers. (It is to be hoped that thfs insistence on extreme simplicity in design
specifications will not always limit the advance in structural design metho~s'.
:EU.rther simplification can be a.ttained by introducing approximations which will.
ho~ever,limit the accuracy and genera~ applicability of the resulting equations.
Care should be taken that the approximations are not on the unsafe side.
Such an approXimation can be introduced into Equation (2) by obserVing that
for many practical cases involVing symmetrical I sections the second 'term under the
radical is large compared to the first term. and the first term may. therefore. be ,
neglected. This is on ,the safe side and results in the equation
•••
~IyJ d'
f b =~2 - -
'. Ix' L
This not only simplifies the form of the equation but eliminates the need for curves
for variouscondi tions of loading and restraint. The numerical value for the
coefficient A2 could be' taken directly from a table of such values for variousloading conditions. Of course, if it were decided to base all design on one assumed
loading condition, the term A2 would simply become a number in Equation (4).
(5)•
Equation (4) can be further simplified by introducing approximate expressions
for the section elements I y • Jand Ix in terms of the flange Width, b, the flange
thickness. t, and the beam depth, d. Such a substitution yields the equation
bt ~fb =a3 -- or fb =_~~Ld ' Ld'/bt
..., ,although he did not derive the equation in this fashion, Mr. de Vries (in his
,I\.S.C.E. 'paper of 1947) has shown by calculation that Equation (5) is a reasonably
a.ccurate and generally conse~vative expression of the buckling strength (Within the
elastic range) for rolled beams of I shaped cross-section of usual proportions.
under a number of loading conditions. This has been further substantiated by tests
on rolled steel beams by ~rofessor Hechtman at the University of Washington.
.~
",
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It has been demonstrated beyond. doubt' that the parameter Ldlbt is better than
the parameter Lib and Committee E has recommended* Equation (S) as a basis for
design specifications for rolled steel beams~ to replace design formulas embodying
the term'Llb now used in some specifications., It wa.s· further recommended. that the
coefficient ,4.3 in Equation (S) be taken.as 20.000,000 divided by the factor of .
safety. This value corresponds about. equally well to the case of a simple beam with
simple lateral support at the ends of the span, loaded either in pure bending or by
uniforml~ distributed load on the top flange.
The adequacy of a design formula based oti Equation (S). for all cases in which
it might be used, will bear further study. It has been demonstrated that this
equation forms a reasonable basis for design for rolled. steel beams of symmetrical,
I or H cross-sections•. Sui tabil1 ty of the equation for beams of other crOS8-
secti ons has not been demonstrated. In fact, consi dering the nature of the
approxima tions introduced in arriving at Equation (S). 'it should not be expected
that the Ld/bt parameter would be equally applicable to beams of other cross- " .
sectional shapes. A. furtherlimi tation of a design formula. based on Equation (S) is
that, as a consequence of using a constant coefficient. as'reoommended, the formula
will be ul tra-conservativ8 for many practical conditions of loading and restraint.
On the basis of our knOWledge to date. it is the recommenda.tion of Committee E
that plate girders of symmetrical I cross-sec~ion be designed. by the same Ld/bt .
design formula as used for rolled beams, With the exception that for welded girders
t ~ 6Iy/b3 • and for riveted plate gird.erst = SI y/b3 • There is need for.' '.,
ad.ditional research work in the field. of the lateral buckling ofplategird.ers •
Despi te the quali;fications stated above and the feeling of a need for further
study. Coromi ttee E believes that d.esign specifications based on, Equation (S)would..·
represent a definite improvement over some present design specifications based on
the Lib parameter. If somewhat greater complexity were acceptablej ,use could be
mad.e of the more comprehensive d.esign procedure outlined. on page 26,~ased
on Equation (3).~lthough this equation is strictly applica.ble only to'beamsof
symmetrical I cross-section, it can be used. with sufficient accuracy. for design .
purposes, for channel shapes of usual proportions, when load.ed in pure bending in.
the d.lrection of greatest stiffness. or by load.s in the plane. parallel to the web.
that contains the shear center. Furthermore., this equation. and. the design,._ '
procedure based on it. can also be used. for unsymmetrical I sections such as are
frequently encountered in plate girders, if the term I y is replaced. by 2If (twice
the moment of inertia of the compression flange ~ in the direction normal to the
web).
For members that are subjected simultaneously to end Gompression and bending,
Committee E has recommended that design specifications be based. on the intera.ction
formula
in Which
=1 o (6) ,
fa ;: average compressive stress (~l~)
f b =compressive stress in extreme fiber ca.used by the applied bending moment
~l.\. = allOWable compressive stress for the member under axial load. only'
oW ...
* Report of Research CommIttee E of May 11. 19S4. -
...
-
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F:a = allowable compressiva stress in extreme fiber for the member under
bending only
n =factor of safety
where
FE =290,000,000
(L/r) 2
(for stee~)
,.'
(L/r) = sl~nderness ratio in the plane of bending.
Time does not permit a complete discussion of this question of the design of
"beam-columns" 0 Perhaps one or more of the eli scussers will cover this subject in-
greater detail. -Here again, as for the lateral-torsional buckling of beams, the
committee recommendation has been based on the precept of extreme simplicity with
safety, and again, more adequate design methods can be devised if somewhat greater
complexity is permitted.
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Dr scussr Olif - IHTER'l.CTrOlif FORMULAS FOR HillI\t8E:as IN COLBnr.mn BElmING A1ID COlviPPJnSSION
John Vi. Clark
Aluminum Company of .4.merica
New Kensington, Penna.
In his discussion of the report submitted by Committee E of Column Researeh
Council, Mr. ·Hill did not have much time to devote to interaction formulas for
members in combined bending and compression.. Since much of the work with which
Committee E has been connected has been concerned with such formulas, it may be
worthwhile to discuss interaction formulas a little further.
Two interaction formulas are considered in Committee E's report. One is Formula
(6) in Mr. Hill's talk, referred to in the Committee report as the "modified"in ter-
action formula, and the other is the straight line interaction formula, which is the
same as Formula (6) except~that the terms in the paranthesis are omitted. The latter
serves as the basis for the design formula in the A.ISC Specifications.
Several questiops have been rai sed regarding these two formulas. For example,
how much difference does it make in a practical case whether one uses one or the
othe:r~ of the two interaction formulas'1~re there proportions of members for wh3.ch
it makes no appreciable difference Which of the two formulas is used? Are there
types of beam-columns for which the straight l1.ne interaction formula would be
e:iC,pected to give a more accurate results than the modified interaction formula'?
The answers to all these questions could not be given in a few minutes, of course,
even if the answers were all known. However, we might review some of the recent
WQ=k that has been done on this subject.
First, consider these two interaction formulas not as design formulas but
rather as formulas for predicting ultimate strength. We will assume that the correct
values for the end points of the interaction curve are used; that is, that the
values of critical stress under axial load only, Fa. and critical stress under bend-
ing only, Fo. accurately represent the true values of critical axial stress and
critical bending stress for the member in question.
The theoretical and experimental work discussed in the report by Committee E
shows that the straight line interaction formula gives a rather good approximation
to the true ultimate strength of members under quite a wide variety of loading con-
ditions. except that the formula as written does not take into account the extra
bending moment that may result from deflection of a beam-column in the direction of
the applied bending mo~ent. The reduction in strength caused by this increase in .
bending moment was pointed out, for example, by Johnston and Qheney, in their
discussion of tests on eccentrically loaded steel columns at Lehigh University in
1942 (Reference I). This effect was further emphasized by an investigation of
eccentrically loaded aluminum alloy columns at ,~lcoa (References 2, 3. and 4) and a
study of eccentrically loaded steel columns conducted at Brown University (References
5 and 6). It Was in connection with the latter two in~estigations that the modified
interaction formula was expressed in the form given by Mr. Hill.
The modified interaction formula was developed on the basis of tests and
theoretical work applying to columns loaded with' equal eccen trici Ues at the ends o
I'i; i]j.gb.t be expected that the formula would also apply, though somewhat more cou-
ge~~~tively, to columns loaded with eccentricities that are unequal but in 'the
sa.ll1;' direction or to members l.oad~d wi th lateral loads in ac.dJ.tion to end load~
pro'l'lded that the late:cal loe,(is are all in the same di!·ecti0~1. The members desi3~':1.bed.
~;()v\'?e are all bent. in single .::1.1.rva.ture, and it would be expected that the defl actions
Would have apprer.::1.p..ble E:ffec~t ,m tho critical load. I f the a.pplied loads tend ti.>
b'~nd e. member in d.OUbj,6 cUr'va.~ure;1 for example if the end 6CJSn triG! ties are in
opposite dil"ections o "the effed onhhe ultimate strength of the deflection in the
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plane of the applied bending moment would be expected to be relatively small. and the
straight line interaction formula might be more accurate.
The differences between the straight line and modified interaction formulas are
greatest for relatively long columns with values of slenderness ratio, L/r, of about
80 or greater. The analysis of the two formulas at Brown University (Reference~)
showed that for columns of these proportions the straight line in teraction formula
g1ve~ critical loads as much as about 30 per cent higher than the modified inter-
action formula. For. relatively short columns. with values of L/r, of, say, 40 or
less, the value of the term FE in the ·modified interaction, formula is so large that
it makes comparatively 11 ttle difference whether the correction factor involving
th~s term is included at all. Thus, for short columns, either interaction formula
could be used wi th a.bout the same resul ta.
't.
...
The tests on aluminum alloy columns. by ,41coa indicated the straight line inte~
action formula· to be unconservative by as much as 39 per cent, While the modified
interaction formula gave much better agreement with the test results and was not un-
conservative by no t more than 10 per cent (Reference 4).
In a recent theoretical study. at Lehigh University (Reference 7) of the strength
of B-in. Wide flange structural steel columns with equal eccentricities, the computed
interaction curves for buckling in the plane of the eccentricity agreed well With
the modified interaction formula and confirmed the fact that the straight l~ne oan
be unconservative by as much as about 30 per cent for relatively long columns.' They
also demonstrate that for columns With slenderness ratios of 40 or le~s the straight
line is a good approxiwation to the true interaction relationship.
At Cornell University a study has been made of eccentrically loaded columns with
elastic .end restraints (References 8, 9, and 10). Dr•.Winter's analysis of testa
on elastically restrained members with equal eccentricities showed the straight,
line interaction form~la to be conservative for some tests and unconservative (as
much as about 15 per cent) for others. The modified interaction formula was con-
servative but reasonably close to the test results in nearly all cases.
The foregoing discussion has been concerned with interaction formulas that are
expressed in terms of the ultimate strength of beam-columns and for which itis
ass~ed that the correct values of the end points, Fa and Fb, are used. It shouldbe noted that a comparison between test results and an interaction formula as it
would be written in a specification may not shoW the same degree of conservatism or
lack of conservatism as that discussed a~ve. This is because values 'specified for
F and F may imply .factors of safety for the member in questiont~t are quited~fferen~ from the nominal factor of safety used in preparing the specifications.
In the analysis at Brown University, in which design formulas were compared with
results of tests on eocentrically loaded steel columns (Reference 5), it was found
that for several of the tests the strai~t line interaction formula was uncon-
servative. The modified interaction formula was foUnd to be less unconservative and
• was recommended as a II safe" formula. I t should be pointed out tha. t in this com-
parison the test results,were modified somewhat to take into account certain factors
that were present in the t~sts but whiCh are not taken into account in specification
• formulas and Which might not be present in actual structures. For example, the ends
of the test columns were restrained so as to be nearly fixed against lateral rotation.
This restraint increased the strength of the l-section columns loaded with
eccentrieitie!,! in the plane of the web, all of which failed by lateral buckling and
tWisting. .~ attempt was made to eliminate the effect of this restraint on the com-
pariaon between the test results and tlie design formulas in order that the com-
parison Would ~ot indicate a greater factor of safety than would be found in an
actuaJ, structure. '
,•
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The nrincipal points brought out on this discussion have been the following:
1. For beam columns With values of slenderness ratio, Llr, greater than about
80, the straight line interaction formula predicts strengths as much as
30 per cent higher than does the modified interaction formula, Formula (6)
in Mr. Hill's discussion.
2. For columns With slenderness ratio less than about 40, the straight and the
modified interaction formulas agree closely enough that it makes relatively
little difference which is used.
3. The modified interaction formula was originally based on the behavior of
columns loaded with equal eccentricities at the ends. It might be expected
to give a reasonably accurate prediction of the strength of columns loaded
with eccentricities that are unequal but in the same direction or for
columns carrying lateral loads which are in the same direction. The
straight line interaction formula might be expected to 'be more accurate for
columns in which the a7,mlied loads tend to cause double curvature, such as
members loaded with opposite eccentricities at the ends.
1 0 Johnston, B.G., and Oheney, L., Steel Columns of Rolled Uide FlanseSection,
Progress Report No.2 American Institute of Steel Oonstruction, November,
1942.
2. Cla.rk, J .\1., and Hill, H.N.,' Lateral Buckling of :EJccentricculy Loaded H-Section
Oolumns, Fine~ Report to Column Research Oouncil, Jan~~rylO, 1951 •
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DISCUSSION - THE INTERACTION FORlmLA
_. ------
Bruno Thurlimann
Lehigh University
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
In discussing the Interaction Formula,
x
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we may ask the question: where does this equation come from, c..nd what cono.i tions
does it cover. First let us consider a UF-Beam ~ith simply supported ends sUb-
jected to an axial compressive force P and a transverse bending moment in the form
of a sine-curve as shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed th~t bending takes place about
'lIZ x
......-;z..--_.- Mo sin L~
the weak axis y_~r such that any possibil~.ty of lateral buckling is eliminated. The
moment Mo produces deflections xQ' Pxo-moments produce addition~l deflections.Elastic behavior assumed, the f~nal deflection at the center of the member becomes
x _ Mo 1
-p l-DC. (1)E
• • • • • •
where oc.=L andPE
P~ =i\,2EIy (Euler buckling load wi th respect to y-y axis)
-'OJ L2
The maximum fiber stress then becomes
1
1-01... • • • • •
where f - P ( )a - _ applied axial stress
A
f b = MaC (applied nominal bending stress)1y
If it is assumed that relationship (2) still holds in the inelastic range the
value of f max for two extreme loading conditions can readily be determined. For
fv =0, fmax should become equal to the critical buckling stress Fcr of the member.
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For the case of no axial force, fa =0, fmaxshould reach the yield stress Fy'If a linear variation between these two limits is assumed then
1
t
f rnax
fa
FCr
Combining aquations (2)
'p )/J.---'~ f max :: Fy-fa (;- - 1
, cr
+:E.'cr
I
i
I,
I
I
Fig. 2
and (3) gives the interaction formula:
•
fa fb 1 = 1
-+- -Fer Fy 1-0(
(4) .
From this a design formula can readily be derived. Replacing Fer by the
allowable stress Fa of the member under axial compression only e-nd Fy b'lJ the
allowable bending stress Fb under bending only gives .
(Euler buckling stress for buckling in plane
of bending).-
where
fa + fb 1 ~ 1 ,
Fa Fb 1-nfa!FE
F ~ PE _rr2E
E -To- (L/ry )2
n =factor of safety.
The inequality sigl specified that load combinations for which the left hand term
is smaller than unity are safe.
Let us now consider 'the case shown·in Fig. 3. .~ simply supported ~F~member
(ends free to rotate about x-x, y-y, restraint against rotation axis z) is
subjected to a compressive force P with equal end eccentricities, e, in the strong
p
-~>~l' - ~ I <r....;-;lJo;;r-z-------o.....
I. ;.1
L Fig. 3 Iy
plane. Bather than bend excessively in the plane of the bending moment the member
will fail by lateral-torsional buckling. Neglecting the deformation in the y-z
plane and assuming perfect elastic behaVior, a lower limit of the critical loading
condition is given by
fa + fb :: 1 ,
Fer :EL •
o • •
(6)
where Fcr ;;; cri ticel buckling stress under pure axial load
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'..
FL ;;; critical bucf".ltng stress under pure moment
Equation (6) is strictly correct only if Fcr and FL are within the elastic range.Nevertheless, it may be assumed that the same rela~ion still holds if these
stresses are beyond the proportional limit. A workinb formula is then obtained by
repl~cing Fer and FL by the allowable axial stress Fa under pure compression 2nd
the allowable bending stress Fb under pure bending respectively
• • •
(7)
To take into account the influence of
bei!.ding stress ~bt this latter stress
e.s used in Eq.(!5i.
Then
tho deflection in the plane of bending on the
is mu1 tiplied by the factor 1- I -\
Ll-nfah'E J
•
(8)
:n equation (8) FE has to be computed for the case of bucf"~ing about the x-x axis
('bud::ling in plane of applied bending moment)
i.e.
rr 2E
---(l.1 rx) 2
From the above derivations it may be seen that the interaction formula covers
two possible cases of failure nemel;)r the possibili t Jr of excessive bending failure
as, shown in Fig. 1 and the possibility of laterC11 l)uckling as represented in Fig.
3 • Sutpmarizing it can be said:
1. The proposed interaction formula bas a semi-empirice.l basis. In
its theoretical derivations quite a few lI adjustments" were made.
2. It applies directly to simply supported beams only, i.e. ends can rotate
about their principal axis but are restraint a~inst rotation around the
beam axis.
3. The distribution of the nominal bending stress f p is either in a "sin ll
form as in Fig. 1 or constant as in Fig. 2. If ~n a general case fo istaken as the maximum nooiUal bending stress the formula should furn~sh a
safe value.
4. For other end conditions the formula may be overly conservative as in the
ce.se of partially or fully rest:raint ends; or possibl~r unconservative as
in the aase of e~1tilever beam£ or colunms in rigid frames which are not
prevented from .side..way movemarl ts 0 .
DISCUSSION LATERAL-TORS IONAL STRENGTH -37
Karl de Vries ,
Bethlehem Steel Company
, Bethlehem, Penna.
I want to discuss the practical aspect of the beam and the beam-column problems
as far as structural steel design is concerned, and want to look at it from the
designerlsvie\~oint. What we should work for then is simplicity 2~d sufficient
information which r if it gets too long for the specifica;cicns proper may extend into
appendices. With tik~t in mind, I have the following comments.
A. Beam Formt'..1.ar.
1. Alloy Steels. The Committee Proposal is considering carbon steel o~ly. Most
specifiGatio!lS cover also st.:,xc'~t:xal alloy st'3l;)ls~ failure fo:cmulas for these
are herewith su'bmi'G'~edr they are shown onp~l,g() 40 . in the 'J.ppe:cmost g:r.ou:p of
formulas. T'.noy r..:?e as given in my ASCE paper' on beams and are in line wi th our
knOWledge on beam behav:lo~:'o
2" ~2~din,<:; Co_!}'~::',~;2.o~t1,. Pag0 40 g5.ves also formul2.s for the six basic loading con-
c1i:G:Lons includng '),1108e for unif:orm top flange loatiing" They aI'·';> proposed for
specification appendices, permitting appreciable savings for cases of known
loading conditions o
3" Transition Formulas. Three tr.:msi tion formulas, Formulas 3, 4 and 5 have been
plotted in S~:'\.l;c;;;;;·i"ttee Report ]'ig" 6 0 Th€,y are replotted in larger scale on
:page 40 • FOl'm~lla 4 consists of '~h+e8 sections~ a feet which rat::J.er complicates
,its use. Formulas 3 ~ld 5 have the advantage that they can easily be used in
connection with othor beam form~laso
4. l?arabq,liSL..Qu.~·Off.~ T"ne use of the parabolic cut-off ~ Fo:cmula 3, will result in
a beam formula whic..'1 is of the type of the ccmmonl;y- accepted column formula. and
it will therefore appeal to man~r enginoers~ If, aC:JeptElcl~ the following con-
sideration should be mado~ Most bownr, if not laterally supported, have bracing
systems or similar ways of intormi J.;'i;el1t lateral su:op'J!'ts. Such beaillS c.re
Gtrcngt}!' tha.n is indicated by beam formu1as \'7i th L tal<::en as th",~ length between
lateral sU1'ports~ and these lengths 'b~r themsE:,lves are relatively sho:ct o Beams
which are il1'liermi ttenU~r suppor'ced by brac:i.ng systems, therefore should be
treated the same a!'l fully laterall~r supported beams o See page 42.
5. Horizontal Cut-off u If it is considered that all beams in practice have some
and re8traint:-~ithervertical or hOTizontal, or both, and that suCh end
restraint increases the strength of short be21Ils in particular p then a strong
argument can. 'be advanced 'GO allon the full basi c bending stress not onl~r for
, beams wi th bracing f\ystems p but for all short benIns.. This mee,ns the:t the
horizontal cut-off vf the Fo~ula 5 type, as now used by the ,~ISC Specifi-
cations, sho~ld find serious consideration.
6. CantileYer Beams. Investigations of laterall~r unsupported cantilever beams are
generally made on the a5sTh~ption of a fully fixed end. Such end condition is
not found in practice; C2.11t:tlevers in practice are extensions ,of beams over
supports, the cantilever behavior depending on the deformation of the adjacent
span. The use of twice the cantilever length forL in Ld/bt ma~r be too safe in
ma-~y cases, but should be considered ~s appropriate in specifications.
.'
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7. Continuous Beams. It seems to be well in line with investigations to use for
laterally unsupported continuous beams L in Ld/btas the length from a support to
a point of counterflexure, or the length between points of counterflexure.
8. Box Sections. The formulas for equivalent flange ~reas of plate girders, and
buil,t-up sections, see page 42 contnin the moment of inertia I y• These
formulas are applicable to box sections and double-web sections; their Iy be-
comes large, and their Ld/bt correspondingly small. which should be expected.
9. Unsymmetrical Beams. Theoretical formulas for uns~rmmetrica1 beams are quite
inYolved. Simpler but approxima.te formulas may be wri tten and those for un-
symmetry about the strong axis should be included in specifications. See page
~2.
10. Weak Axis Bending. The basic bending stress should be used for beams in bending
about the weak axis; and it should be so stated in specifications.
11. ~oth Axis Bending. If bending about the weak axis exists in combination With
bending about the strong axis, then the stress reduction formula for strong axis
bending should be used. The design of such beams is for stress at an ext,reme
point of the compression flange, which will lend either to a rolled beam with
over-sized tension flange, or to an unsymmetrical beam With heavy compression
nange.
B. Beam-Column Formulas
12. Straight-line Interaction Formula. This is Formula 7 of the Subcommittee Report
and frequently is referred to as the AlSC formula. It has been investigated ali
formula for columns With equ.~ end eccentricities, separating end load and end
bending moment, and as such has been declared unsafe. !It;nt", judgplont is based
1argel~r on, the Drucker ReDorts which use basic bending stresses as allowable
stresses for Fb, instead of mcl{ing stress reductions in the beam formula forlengths. Most of the other investigations are not fitted any better for declar-
ing that formula safe or unsafe for structural steel specifications, since t~ey
do not refer to our column and beam formulas, to our length limitations, or to
Our modulus of elasticity. Formula 7 should be judged for the cases Which exist
in practice, and that are those of unequal as well as tllose of opposite end
eccentricities, e.nd for these cases Formula 7 is not onl;7 safe. but in general it
is too safe.
13. Modified Interaction Formula. This is Formula 8 of the Subcommittee Report. If
Formula 7 is safe then Formula 8 must be uneconomical.
14. Secant Formula. This is Formula 6 of the Subcommittee Report; it is the secant
formula for equal end eccentricities, and it shows up rather well in the Report
in spite of the fact that lateral-torsional buckling is not considered in its
make-up; it seems that laternl-torsional buckling has little effect on our
lengths in question.' ,
15. iLolumns with Une~ual End Eccentricities. Investigations of such column loadings
aI'S reported by Lehigh University, and there seems to be no question but tha J;;; '~l1e
general secant formula for columns With une0ual 'end eccentricities, as given in
the MSHO Specifications, gives good rosul t;. '
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l6~ AASEIO Specificat1oh. Char'ts. These' specificD.tions give not only the general
secant formula, but they also present it in series of charts which easily can be
interpolated. The engineer who has to design columns wi th l;:no\V!l end eccen~.
tricities should be given the chance to save material, and that can be done if
all specifications give charts which are similar to those which are given in the
.~ppendix of the AASHO Specifications. I am aware of the fact that the formulas
which accolnpany the .~4SHO Specifications have been challenged; they ~~y have to
, be reVised or altered to suit the specifications for which the~' are to be used.
17. The Beam-Column. A column with equcl or unequal end ,eccentricities genere~ly is
conSidered to be a column problem. The laterally loaded column is commonly
called a beam-COlumn.
18. Later2~ly LOaded Columns. A discussion of these is not included in the Committee
Report. The .~~SIIO specifications give an appar~ntly good but too complicated'
formula; the .~BEA Specifications cover the laterally loaded colmnn in an ob-
viously unsatisfactory manner; the AISO Specifications use Formula 7. The
Committee Report seems to imply th~t the laterally loaded column is identicel
with the column of equal end eccentricities, and that sho~ld be about right. The
difference between a laterall~ loaded column and a column with equal end
eccentricities may be expressed as difference between applied moments; the former
has a near parabolic or a tri~ngu1ar moment line, depending on the type of
lateral loading; the latter has a uniform moment along the length of the column.
Formul~ 7 then should be as safe also for laterally loaded columns.
ragas 42 &43;.. hereWith presented, are in effect summaries of this discussion;
they are proposed as sample specifications. They contain the minimum information
which an engineer must expect to find in specifications to be able to design beams
~. and beam-columns, and they are simple enouch to deServe consideration.
Load•
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F.ULUBE FOBMULA.S
I ' 1 Transi tion '
II' Y. P. i I
of Short Beams j Ld I, f LongISteel I bt I. Beams===~;;,;;;:~~~;;;;;;.~!==-=-=-=. =--~-=-=.==-:.===-:=bF=~-· 1- .-+- . -=-=--=.
155000 55000 ~ .06000 {td/bt)2 I 500 II' 40000' I
/
.50000 50000 - .04458 (Ld/bt) 2 ! 540 , .., 37000 I 20 000 OOQ
gl 45000 45000 - .03241 (Ld/bt)2 600 .' 33333 j' L d
rd E-i ,40000 40000 - .02250 (r. d/bt) 2 667 i 30000 bt
~ 33000 33000 - .01250 (r,d/bt) 2 I 800 25000
H 1 t--_·_·_······.. ··· , -:----..-..,.-.-.'' ..-..- ----- - -···..t·_·-··..··-_··..·_·- ." .._- -- --,,,..- -..,,- ,, -- --_.
~ rd 55000 55000 - .04167 (Ld/bt) 2 I 600 I' 40000 I' .
..... .. '8 50000 50000 ~ .03077 (Ld!bt) 2 I 650 37000 ... 24 000 000
,5 ~ 45000' 45000 _ .02251 (Ld!bt) 2 720 33333 L d~ *LE~~-- ~:~~-::~:~~~~;::~l~ :~:JI-~~~J-···_~--_···.· __·~ l5 50000 50000 - ~ 02440 (L d/bt) 21 730 .. 37000 II sL 000 000
ce ~ .. 45000 45000 - 001778 (T.Jd/bt)2 : 810 ! 33333 Ld
'a ~ 1 40000 40000 - ,,01235 (Ld/bt) 2 I 900 i 30000 bt
p 33000 33000 - .00686 (Ld/bt) 2 i 1080 t 25000 t
,=.."= -.=-.::."'" =-=.:.~=.".-'='-==::.;:=:::':""::'::;...'" '="'::'~'_::-=-;;-"=-::+" ==-.::::--'-"-'-=-_. ==:== .. --==,===-..:~-:-: ..":=-:...::=:=::
55000 55000 - .04537 {Ld/bt)2 I 575 40000! '.
50000 50000 - .03380 (Ld!bt)~ I 620 37000! ~3 000 000
~ I 45000 45000 - .02450 (Ld/bt) I 690 33333 Ld
8
1
:~~. !-EE~~l~ ·~~t:f~-~,··_-:·_:::-: _.:~_._.~-
~ ~ 50000 50000 - .022EO (L d/ bt) 2 760 37000 28 000 000
rd g 45000 45000 - .01653 (Ld/bt) 2 ! 840' 33000.. Ldg~ 1 40000 40000 - .01072 (Ld/bt) 2 I 930 30000 bt
:gl 8 I 33000 33?~O'_.:..~~~~_~.~~.d/~~~~~20 25000 I~__'----
1dtr-l '55000 55000 - .02076 (Ld/bt)2 I 850 40000
~ 0 l5 50000 50000 - .01536 (Ld/bt) 2 i 92037000 34 000 000
5 ~ ~ 45000 45000 - .01121 (Ld/bt) 2 I 1020 33000 Ld
g~ ~ 40000 40000 - .00883 (Ld/bt) ~ 11130 30000 I bt
88 33000 33000 - ..00433 (Ld/bt) I 1360 25000 I
':'-~:="=:=';"'~':::"~:: ..-===.--:==..:......-:::-'-=--=.'::'.::::::::=::::.::::::::.::::::::_~.t.. - • .. _J::::====::::=-..=:.=::.=:=:~=:_
{1d)2 (Form 3)
.........------- 18000 - .006bt ? 1-< ") ].2000000
1d (Form 4) > 1d
18000 ~I"'" GOOOO - 8 bt",OI _-.. -------------------""'..-il-E<'-__J bt
_ (Form 5)
J...-<------- 18000
I ksi
20
5
15
10
5
12000000
,#-'1-0- Ld
bt
a
a 200 400 600 800 1000
Id
bt
1200 1400 1600 1800
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SUGGESTED SPECIFICATIONS FOR BRIDGES
-"----..._••.•-..~~~--~,--.... .. "j•.¥,----.
CARBON STEEL
Compression in extreme fibers of rolled shapes, plate girders, and built-up sections,
subject to bending, gross section "
(a) when laterally supported full lengt~, or int~rmittently supported bybr0cing
system; or when bending is in opposite directions at ends, or about weak axis
of section. • • • • • • • • • •• •••••••• 18000
. ." . . .
(b) when laterally unsupported
wi th Ld smaller than 1000
bt
with ~ greater than 1000
bt
• • •
• • • • • 18000-.006 (Lel;)
2
, b~
• • • 12 000 000
Ld
-bt
in which L is the length between lateral supports, or the length to points of
cO:1Ilterflexure, o+' twice the length of a free ce"l1tilever; d the depth; ond b the
width end t the ~ver~ge thi~:ness of the flange; all in inches, for rolled beams end
welded I-sections.
F;~i~alent flanGe ~rens, bt, shall be used in ~bove formulq~ as follows;
. rrelded nl~te Girders ~d built-up sections
• • • • • • • •
."
Riveted plate girders and built-up sections
if unsYlnrnetricC'~ ~bout strong a::.:is
• • •
•
• •
•
•
•
o
•
•
•
if unsymmetrical about strong axis
• • • • • 0 !.2. (2lye Iyt). where3 -.,.-.
'bd2 bt'~
.ly is the moment of inertia about the weak axis of entire section,
-lye a..nd I~7t are those of tho compression and tension flanges; lyc + I
vt :: Iy '
bc and b t 2,ro vlidths of the compression and tension !lunges; when alil:e, bis the width of either.
If cover plates, or other sections of the flanges do not extend along the full
longth of the span, their contribution to the moment of inertia shall be reduced
pr()portionall~r to their lengths.
Combined stresses due to bending about both a=es shell not exceed those specified
s.bove.
NOTE: Formulas of the Appendix me..~7 be used for" cases of known loading eondi tionso
••
•.
•
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SUGGESTED SPECIFICATIONS,FOR
COt1BINED STRESSES OF COrWRESSION AND BENDING
Compression members with beno.ing due to eccentrically applied loading, or
lateral loading, or their combination, shall be proportioned that
fa f b
- -..::::::. 1 where
Fa Fb -
fa =average compressive stress caused by axial load.
fb = compressive stress in extreme fiber caused by bendi~g.
Fa =~~lowable compressive stress for momber under axial load only.
Fb =allowable compressive stress in extreme fiber for member under bending
only.
nOTE: Formul3.s of the Appendix ma~7 be used for compression members with
applied end loadings 01'- known eccentricities.·'
'/
".
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DISCUSSION - PROPOSED BEAH AND BEAM~COLUl,1N FORr1ULAS
-,,----- - .._-_.-_------_.---
':2.:1.. Higgins
.~eric211 Institute of Steel Construction
HeYT York, How York
Since mine is su))j!osod to be 11 1I::,r:1.ctico.l" o.iscussion of Ivlr. Hill's pO,per I
shd1 confine myself largely to the pre..ctico.l need for 8. tr:c.nsi tion formul::-" in the
rane:,'e of low L d/bt vnlues.
unile, academically speaking, the beam end berum-column may bo closely related,
in SO far C'.S lateral-torsional buckling is concernod., from a practical sto.ndpoint
the design of a beam such as mi~flt be found in engineering structures of the type
coming within the purview of the AlSC Specific:·.tion, is governed 1J~7 considere..tions
'which mol\:e the problem quite difforen t fl'om tru\t of a beam-column. Hot the
least pe..rt of this difference h11s to do with the relative simplicity of the bee..m
behavior, as contrasted with the behnvior of members subject to concurrent axial
and bending stresse~.
With this in mind I should like to review some of the thiru\:ing underlJ~ng the
provisions contained in the present A.ISC Si?ocification.
A.t the time when the substitution of the Do Vries Ld/bt formula (in lieu of
the ec:rlier L/b formula) was under discussion some nine ~7ears ago, the ,/l. 1. S~ C.
Comrni ttee on Specifications gave verJT serious consideration to the need for 8-
transi tion formulC'.. It hc.d in mind a parabolic equation of the ty:)e suggested by
Mr. de Vries in his paper.
To the best of mJ7 knovlledee there novel' h;'l,d been anJT complaints with respect
to beams desig;ned under the older L/b rule. And I d::-,re say a vast number of such
beams are still giving qUite s8.tisfactory service.
Nevertheless, the rule did h2.ve its faults. It required no gre;;:.t amount of
Stud.~7 to sense th::'.t the 6 1/2" x 3/8 11 top compression nanGe of an 8 WF 24 Was .
less apt to require intermedio,te latero.l sU:i)~)ort than the 6 1/211 x 3/811 flange of,
a 12 \1F 27 when both sh.:>.:)es were simi1C'.rl~T loaded, to the limit of their
respective bending strengths, on idei.lticcl span lengths. Then again, those in-
terested in the handling of long slender members during erection had reason to
question the vD.lidity of alloWable stresses obt2.ined by extending the use of the
L/b formula well be~"ond the limits sot b~r the design specifications. In fact it
was the need for a better formula to teke care of this problem that led Mr.
de Vires to the d.evelopmen t of the Ld/bt parSJlleter•
.'\.t this point it might be well to note two fr1"cts which are frequant11 overi-
looked.
In the first place, the handling of slender members, which will be adequately
braced when incorporatEld in the finished structure, is the erector's problem. It
ie one Which the designer ordinarily would have the right to assume will be solved
b;;7 )!ihe use of tempora~,T bracing and gu~rs. There is no more reason for letting it
influence the promulgation of rules for beam design than tilere woUld be for
modifying the column formulas in recognition of the problem of erecting shafts
Which, until intermediate framing has been sot, may have unusually high slenderness
ratios. .
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Secondly, prior to adoption'of the Ldlbt formula the .~.I.S.C. Specification
had aJ.W2.ys placed a limit~,tion of 40 upon the Lib re,tio. Yet Ii ttle- if any
complaint n::.s ever heard t}}';"..t this imposed any hardship on the desie,ner, or
resultod in uneconomical desicns. It is eVident, therefore, tho.tthe problem of
beam design falls well inside of this limitation.
. Taking this ro.tio of 40 ~s tho u~per limit of the designer's problem, it will
be found that, for ['11 but 5 of the 213 odd beam ~d column shapes rolled, e, ratio
of Ld/bt eqUc'1ls 1,600 or less likm7ise defines this boundary. The six exceptions~
the s·o-called joist series, C8n be included within a limiting v2,lue of 2.000. B~r
the same token, the lower limit of the rc,nge in which the previous rules had any
bee.ring - LId equals 15 - corresponds to Ld/bt equals about 600.
The typical beam involving any reduction in allowable working stress by
reason of less than "adequate" lateral support concerns the case of one having a.t
least one intermediate point of la.teral support, referred to by Mr. de Vries as a
"two-bayll beam. I t most certainly does not concelUn·:,:the:~near~:y':"'1mpossible
sitUk~tion of a uniform load (or even one or more concentrated loads) balanced ontoI'
of_the top flange. without benefit of any lateral support for these loads at any
point between the vertical end reactionsJ
.~s far as the erection problem is concelned, these distinctions are relatively
unimportant. Differences in the numerical value of k in the buckling forrmlla.
reflecting varying conditions of loading and restraints. lose much of their ,
significance '7hen the parameter L/a ree.cl'les say 14. Yet, within the range of the
t~~ical beam design problem, they are of very real importance. For example, when
Lla equals 6 the critical bending stress for uniform, centroid 10::1.ding. on a --
single-bay beam. is 24% higher than that for top flange loading. For two-bay,
uniform. centroid loading it is 4~ higher; while for two-baY. uniform, top flange
loading it is 37% higher. As the para:meter L Ia decreases these differences become
even niore pronounced. The typical beam design problem concerns the case where
Lla eqUk~ls 4 or less. The extent to which both the efficiency and t~e design pro-
cedure of a typical beam is adversely affected when a parabolic trBnsition curve is
substi tuted for the generally e,ccepted Ld/bt formula for long beams, for the de-
sign of very short beams or of longer beams having intermediate points of la~eral
s\],(jport, is indicated in Fig. 1.* In the given e7.ample.. (that of an 18 ifF 50) L/b
eqUal s 40 when L/a equc"..l s 4. .
Let us assume for a minute the hj~othetical c,?,se of a It simple" 18 itF 50 beam
totally devoid of lateral sunDort except at its end reactions; by some me~~s
uniform1~r loaded along its t"op flange; - having a yield point strength no more than
the guaranteed minimum; and SpaJUling a distance of 11.9 ft. Ld/bt being. 600, the
present building code provisions @Snerally would permit a working stress of 20,000
psi. If this is wrong the proposed transition formula (parabolic curve ,iO) is
right we are tolerating an "overstress" in the order of 17;~. In other words,
instead of being able to carry an overloD.d eqU2~ to 6~ of its design capacity the
beam will carI"'J I:',n overload of only 405b.
...
* Line D E has been plotted merely to indicate the limits (expressed in terms of
L/a) wi thin the former LIb formula was operative, Its reasone,blj' close
agreement with the d/bt formula with respect to stress in this '·case is bj' no
means typical of the whole range of rolled shapes.
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This h~!l'otheticaJ. CC.se could he.rdly be considered ?os a typical one, quite
apart from the improbable nature of its lo~dinG' chosen on the basis of its being
the most critical conceivD~le condition of lo~ding with respect to laterel
torsionc'1J. bucl:ling. If, inste3.d of a uniformly loaded beam of span length but 8
times its own depth, we were to consider the more ty"pical case of one having a span
equ.al to say l6times its depth, or approximately 24 ft., wa would M.ve to introduce
one intermediate point of lateral support in order to study the need of a
transi tion formula, since this "noed" is r;reatest trhen Ld/"pt equals· 600 under ex-
isting building code provisions.
Using the k...ve.lues which Mr~ de Vrios has computed for the two-bay beam, it
may be seen, from dotted Line B'C' in Fig. 1, how overly conservative the
generally accepted long beam Ld/bt formul8. really is for this typical case.
Fortunatel~r the number of exaIT9!les of this sort of two-bay beam where Ld/bt is
likely to be substantially greater than say 800 are exceedingly rare.. Otherwise
the wastefulness resulting from the use of a 12,000,000 numerator in the Ld/bt
f.ormula, for the design of beams as they occur in completed engineeririg structures,
would be open to serious criticism.
On the other hand, constructing e:ny reasonable transition curve to line B'O'
leaves 1i ttle basis for cirticism wi th resPEilct to Hoverstress" .when an unreduced
20 ksi working stress is permitted for all values of lJd/bt up to 600, and no
transition curve is written into the building code.
It might be well at this point to remember thc,t, if the beamis framed to its
supporting members, as the great me"jority of beams1are l tests have indicated that
its actual buclding strength is likel~7 to be subs tan tia11~r greater than would be
predicted by anyoi the Ld/bt formulas under discussion, multiplied by the usual
factor of safety.
So muCh for the need of a transition curve, as far as actual safety is con-
cerned. Now let us examine its effect upon design procedure.
Uhen the allowable working stress is a fixed quantity the selection of the
most efficient beam to resist a given bending moment involves no more than com-
puting the required section modulus and selecting, from published lists, the most
efficient shape having a section modulus at least as large as that required.
'I/hen, however, the allowable working stress itself is dependent upon the geometry
of the shape, calculations loading to the selection of the most desirable shape
of necessity become a matter of "cut Q,nd tr~rll. Such a procedure is bound to be
more time consuming and design fonl1uln reCluiring it should be resorted to only
when serious overstresses othe~vise actually are likely to result.
So much has been sEdd about the ability of the avere..ge practicing engineer to
handle a formula containing so much as a radical sign I should like to put in a
kind word for him here. A. curso~7 glance at existing formulas in present-day
~. specifications cannot help but refute this unfair criticism. I would agree that
the busy designer generally prefers to follow a simple rule or empirical formula,
Jr..nO'ffil to yield reasonable resul ts, rather than mclce a classical exemple out of ea.ch
routine design, merely for the s~~e of its academic perfection. But· how often, in
the engineering structure, can the r~a1 conditions of loading and boundary
restraints be estim~ted with sufficient accurac~7 that the solution by means of a
so-called theoretically correct formula is likely to yield any more accurate over-
aJ.l answer?
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In the field of: building construction at least the designer is given no .
latitude in complying witi~ building code provisions. The literal enforcement. of
these ordinances - and by and larg~ the~r are rigorously, if. not always sclen...
tifically, enforced therefore suggests the need for the ,simplestiules consistent
wi th safety and reasonable economy. .
Judged from this angel, the objection to a transition curve of the parabolic
t7pe will be seen if the 24ft. uniformly loaded beam previously discussed were
laterally supported 6 ft. on centers, instead of merely at mid-span. If the given
loading were such that the bending stress was computed to be just 20 ksi, the
parabolic transition curve, suggested because of its similarity to an colmnn curve,
Would indicate the beam to be4 percent overstressed. If, instead of this, the
beam were braced laterally at two intermediate points, 8 ft. on centers, this over-
stress would be in the order of 7 1/2 percent. . . . . ,
Few Bmong you would consider these as examples of serious overstress. Eut I
can assure you that most plan examiners in building delxlrtmentsoperating under
sucl~ a code provision would. .
It may seem like a digression to bring into this program, devoted to the
philosoph~r of colUmn design, factors concerned only With the philosophy of human
behavior. I do it only to point up the hazard of taking a single aspect of
nnalytical stud~r out of context and propo'sing it as a necessary design
requirement. '
Even in the field of column design the actual need for a transition formula
should be studied carefully before it is included in present-day building codes.
It will be found, for eXc'UIlple, that for the CBse where Ldlbt is 600 and the un...
braced length of the col~ is the same for both axes, the allowable direct column
stress, as determined by the lesser radius of gyration, is reduced anywhere from
18 to 44 percent from what the allowable direct stress 'might have been had the
larger radiu.sof "gyra.tion governed.
Recognition' of this requirement in present-~~y building codes - that the
allowable direct stress is based upon use of the least radius of gyration regardless
of the axis of concurrent bending moments - is not mentioned in Mr. Hillts dis-
cussion. It elso has been overloru~ed by the investigators whose analyses of ,ex-
isting test data form the background for the Committee E recommendations. .
If intermec;liate points of lateral support B.re introduced, for the PUI1)ose of
incre3.sing the allowable direct stress, the member no longer need by treated as a"
single-bay beam. Having the restraints ~ssociatedWith intermediate points of
lateral support, the same liberalization in allowable bending stress,already dis-
cussed in connection ~ith the 18 UP 50 beam on a 24 ft. span,would be in order.
Or, if it is desired to rebin the long beam L d/bt formula for the rare case of a
beam-column having an Ld/bt, value substantially greater than 600, there would appear
to be no practicel need for a transition formula for the intermediately braced beam-
colmnn having an Ld/bt value of less t~1n 600.
'.
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:Bmce G. J olmston
Universit~r of Michigan
.~ .~rbor, Michigan
Residual stresses affect the b.teral buckling of beams as well as coiumns~ i1e
seem to require a column "cut-off ll curve. Therefore, a cut-off would seem needed
for beams. This is particularly true if we are to ~dopt the use of effective length
in beam design and thereby tclce rational advantaGe of end restraint.
O.G. Julian
J aclcson & Moreland Engineers
:Boston 16, Mass.
The basic formulae presented by Mr. Hill appear to be at once rational and
simple enough to be made part of specification requirements. I would like to con-
grc"iulate him for presenting a clo:"r and cogent S~'11optic view on the subject of
late:o:-al and torsional strength of beams. He has shown that the resistance of such
monwers depends on two basic parameters, one representing the torsional resistance
of the member as a whole and the other representing the lateral resistance of the
compression He.nge acting RS a stmt•. These parameters appear under a radical. I
w0vld like to suggest that when presented for inclusion in specifications both terms
and the radical be included. In some ce,ses th.e torsional term governs and the other
tOjJn is negligible. In other ce.ses the term representing tha lateral resistance of
the compression flnnge governs and the torsional term is negligible. This latter
case applies to open web I joistso In many cases each of the terms may be
approximately equal importance. It has been said the.t. such formulae i;nvolving
radicals are too cOlIlplicated for practical use by structural designers. !!his is
e~uivalent to saying that given two sides or a riGht~angle triangle, it is beyond
the competence of a stmctural designer to determine readily the third side. If
this is true, and I dOUbt it, the structural engineering profession is surely in a
deplorable state. As an aid to the solution, the values of sectional properties
Which are part of the parameters should be tabulated. This was done for some few
sections about twont:r ~rears ago in a Bethlehem l,Ianual. An accurr.,te :end detailed
method of evalua.ting the torsion consknt K of structural H-beams and I...beams we.s
presented in IIStructural :BeaI!}s in Torsion ll , by Inee Lyse and Bmce G. Johnston,
Tr~tns. ASCEJ Vol. 101 (1936) p. 857. 4- rationcl method, based on the resul t of tests,
.for evaluatiJ;lg this constant for built up sections such as plate girders was given
in "Torsion of Plate Girders II , b;)r F.K .. Ohang and :Bruce G. Johnston, Trens•.~OE Vol.
118 (1953).p, 337. This method Was confirmed independently and exte~ded to include
buil t up columns in discussion of the above mentioned paper by A.P. J:entoft, R.il.
Ma~,ro and E.E.. Johnston. ..
The interaction formula presented quite properly involves a magnification factor
(termedj.?below and in discussion on Compression Mombers in Trusses Dnd Frames by Dro
Win~er) to prOVide for the effect of the axial force acting on the deflection as as
to i~crease the flexural stress. ~le value of this factor is given as
.&= __1 _
fa
1 - FE
(a)
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I wonder what consideration has been given to taking
'\If;/l = sec 7[\ -
I 2 'FE
(b)
•
•
Equation (b) is the equivalent of Eq. (8) given in discussion of Dr. Winter's paper.
The latter value is somewhat Greater than the former and would appear to be, more
applicable in many practical cases such as for equal or nearly equal moments of the
same sign acting at points of,lateral-torsional bracing.
I heartily agree With Mr. de Vries' statement to the effect that a'transition
curve (or formula) should be used for flemra.+ stress in the inelastic range., The
exact form of this transi tioD. is qui te immaterial. I, however, have a preference
for the parabolic t~~e such as that termed No.3 on Mr. de Vries' page'No. ,11. His
alternative No.5 can hardly be termed a transition curve. If No.3 is correct No.
5 would appear to be in error by approximatelir 16% on the dangerous side at 1d :: 660.
bt
I cannot agree With Mr. de Vries' statement to the effect that the effective
length of a cantilever beam should in general be taken as twice the actual length.
This may bea good safe rulEil to folloW in considering erection procedures, in which
case, the beam is not highly restrained at the pick-up points with respect to torque
about its longitudinal axis. However~' ce:.ntilevers in structures can and have been
practically fixed With respect to torque about their longitudinal axes. In some
cases their enr:1s are encased in massive blocks of concrete. For such cases to take
the effective length as .twice the actual length would be most irrationr~ and ultra-
conservative. Formulae much less conservative than that proposed by Mr. de Vries
for fixed ended cantilevers subjected to con~entratedloadsat the free end have'
been given by Timoshenk:o and others. These formulae are well l::nmm; for example.
see 1~:E.'ormulas for Stress and Strain ll , by R.J. Roark, Third Edition Table rr p. 308.
Cantilevers proportioned according to these formulae have survived in service.
A fruitful field for research would appe2.r to be regarding theques~ion: m1at
forces, moments and torques are required at points of restraint in order that· a
boam act in accordance uith formulae which have been derived for various assumed
restraints? I ,believe that by and large all too little attention has been given to
end conditions.
I' hav.e heE'..rd and read considerable discussions regarding post-ela~tic or plastic
action. I incline strongly to the view that tho plastic region should be entered
wi th great caution. I do not meen to impl~r that in so far as static loads are .
concerned there is not a reserve of strength above the yield level. However,
structures subjected to purely static loads exist only in the literature. In reality
all structures are subjected to the action of pulsating lo~ds. For many cases in-
volving such loads, the stresses should be limi. ted to the fatigu.e strength pertinent
to the applicable range of stress. T.hi~ limiting yalue,may in many cases be con-
siderably lower thCln the yield strength. For example see "Flexur.?,l Fatigue Strength.
of Steel :Beams l', by i1ilbur M. i1i1son,U. of I. Eng. Exp. Station :Bull. 377 (1948).
Even for structures on which the loading approximates a static condition it is most
desirable that upon removal of the load the structure practipally spealdng recovers
the configure.tion it had prior to the iIilposi tion of the load•
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D. C. Drncker
Brown University
Providence 12, mtode Island
• The "safe lf formula which cont?-ins the amplification factor which magnifies the
initia.l eccentricity came out of the work at Alcoa on aluminum and the.study at
Brown of ~eported results on steel. Tests show its necessity in that some designs·
• based on the current straight line interaction formula have a dangerously low factor
of safety. In many other cases, of course,. the safety ~actor is much too h~gh.
George Winter
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York
"States that in the usual beams in buildings and often in bridges a stress
reduction on account of lateral buch:ling (by the Ld/bt - or a similar formula) is
not warranted in most cases, since such beams almost alwa~'sare laterally braced in
one way or another, by floors, bridging, etc. rt tcl{es ve~J little lateral restraint
t~'·':C8ep a beam from buckling sideways and enough of t:lis support will be furnished
b;y' most any kind of existing constrnction, excoj?t planks laid on top of the beams
witl10Ut connection. .There are, of course,· exceptions such as crane. runway girders,
beams in erection, etc.
The real practical significc2lce of the Ld/ot-formula (or theexplici't rigorous
formula) lies in its application to unbracedcolQ~ns bent about the major ax~s.
This C2,se results in lateral-tortional failure. So far we have no relatively simple
design approach to this situation except for the interaction formula of Comme E.
In this formula, for Fb' the correct latoral buckling stress for beDms, must ·be
substituted in the case of such columns, and it is for this case, much more than for
beams proper, thc;,.t the Ld/bt - or a simllar formula is ofpracticaJ. consequence!'.
P'-IT. Norton
Architect end Consulting Engineer
Boston 16, 1nss.
"l do not propose to t~r to add constrnctivel:r to this discussion, but there is
a question I would lil~e to refor to the Council or its sub-coromi ttce, relating to
the design of a beam wi th le.te:!:'ally unsu:oported compression flange.
liTho earlier LIb formula recognizes. the flange width as sie;nificant; the later
Ld/bt expression takes account of its thiclmoss; apparently it is still assumed that
a rectangle is therS'nl~r flange Shf1.pe to be considered.
".'\. problem wi th which I have been concerned,' and which must be :l;ypice.l of many
'\ met l)y the strnctural engineer~ is illus'trE',ted by tho .. design of the. fascia girder
at the front of a galle~J. It is expedient to use the balcony rail to enclose the
girder, and obviously desirable to keep the flange to a minimum width. In such a
! case it has seemed to me that using a channel, or even an I or a ITF section, With
web horizontnl, in the make-up of the flootge would put the material in a most
effective position for lateral stiffness; and I have tried to m~ke some rational
approximation of the numerical value that would make the design consistent with the
formulas for the usual case to which they are applicable. Remembering that we must
satisfy not only our own judgments, but often the standards of building officials
who work by the book, it seems to me the Ld/bt formula might well be generalized to
include other than rectangular cbmpression flanges."
••
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Karl de Vries
:Bethlohem Steel Company
:Bethlehem, Penna.
IIFor sections which are not of the basic t:JPe and, are in use as laterally
unsupported beams in structural steel design, equivalents for the quantity bt in the
parameter Ld/bt can be established; see p~'w42 of my dis~ssion. .~s far as
different loadings are concerned, sui table Ld/bt formulas may be wri tton also for
these; for example soe my~~ ..~ " '
•..
•
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COMPRESS ION MEMBERS IN TRUSSES Al\!D FRAMES
George Winter
Chairman, Department of Structural Engineering
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York
Purpose.
A rigorous calculation of the strength of compression members which are part of
rigid-joint structures is extremely complex. It requires indeterminate analysis of
a special kind, including the effect of normal force on effective rigidity and, for
a true strength determination, consideration of plastic action. Considerable work
has been done along these lines, much of it sponsored by the .Column Research Council.
These investigations haye advanced our basic understanding of the behavior of such
structures, but the analytical methods employed are too complex and time-consuming
fttlr routine designus .'
Based on these preciseinvest1gations it is the purpose of the present effort
to suggest such relatively simple improvements of present design practices Which .
Would result in minimum changes of customary procedures and yet would lead to size-'
able economy where present procedures are over-conservative, and to assured safety
where l)resent methods are unsafe. There is nothing revolutionary in these 'proposals
inasmuch as at least some of their features have been part and parcel of foreign
design codes for a good many years.
The material here presented is not new but is based to various degrees on the
references listed at the end of this paper. .l\.n attempt to give individual credit
for each particular feature would create nothing but confusion.
Limitations •
The present remarks do not represent the formal oninion of any of the council's
committees. In contrast to the con tributlons by Messrs. Johnston and Hill,the sug..;.
gestions here advanced have, therefore, no official standing in the council and
merely represent the writer's personal opinions. .
In view of the stated purpose, no claim is made for rigour. The aim is to
achieve simplicity even at the sacrifice of some accuracy and economy. provided the
proposals result in savings where present methods are excessively conservative. ~d
in safety where pre sen t methods are demonstra.bly unsafe. (By "unsafe" it is not
meant that present methods necessarily lead to collapse; What is meant is that in
such cases und.er full load present methods result in significantly smaller safety
factors than are implied in the particular specification.}
The discussion is restricted to 'members which fail in compression and bending.
Cases of torsional, or torsional-flexural failure are specifically excluded. Such
cases arise, primarily, where I~shaped and similar open comnression members are bent
about the strong axis and are not suitably braced about the weak axis. Tho~gh lab-
oratory tests of this nature pften result in such failure, it is believed that in
practical structures this case is not too frequent since adequate bracing in the weak
direction is frequently provided, such as in wall columns. In addition, the proce-
dures here proposed can be made to include. lateral buckling effects by use of an
interaction formula, ina manner briefly slmtched in the writer's discussion of Mr•
H. N. Hill's contribution to this volume.
The question whether to base th,e desi~ of,compression members' on incipient
yielding (such as the secant formula) or on ulti~te strength (such as advocated by
F. Bleich .and others) is still under discussion. I t seems likely that in the end one
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method will turn out to be more appropriate for some types of structure, (say,
bridges) and the other for others (say, buildings). The proposals, belOw, are ap-
plicable no matter which of the two strength criteria are used. Dr.~nabel Lee,
.1n her Oornell Ph.D. thesis, has shown their validity in relation to the incipient
yield criterion, while Professor P. P. Bij1aard in his theoretical work incorporated
1n4l.SOE Separa.te No. 292 has generalized them to apply to ultimate strength.
Effective Length forOoncentric Load •
1a1 _O.r.i.iisu!? .Qf_P.re.§.eB,t-:-P.!:o.Q.e.Q;u,re.§..
Present column specifications are usually written either in terms of the actual
. length, L, reg!lrdless of end condi tions,or as iIi some bridge specifications for
truss members, in terms of an effective length, kL, where k· depends only on type of
end connection (pinned, riveted, etc.) •. This procedure is unsafe in some cases and
uneconomical in others.
. .
It is unsafe in case of rigid or semi-rigid frames nothe~d against side-sway,
as can be seen from the right 'Portion of Fig. A, taken from one. of the writer's
earlier papers. For a portal' frame this figure shows effective length coefficients
pl.;tted against stiffness ratios of 'beam and co1umns,for. fixed and for hinged base •.
In most frames actual base conditions will be between fixed and hinged. It is seen
from the right portion of the figure that. effective lengths are easily 1.5 to 2.0
times the real length for practical frame proportions. .4.1 though the figure is drawn
for nortal .frames, mut tistory frames in whose legs compression represents a larger
share of the total stress than in portal frames, show very similar behavior •
On the other hand, the' left portion of the figure shows that for frames held
against side~sway the use of the full length 1s excessively conservative an~ that,
for average conditions, a length coefficient k =0.6 to 0.7 seems representative.
Even more than in frames wi th side-sway, the us~ of-the real length is unsafe
in case of free-standing, top-:-loadedcolumns, such as they occur in columns support-
ing outdoor crane. runway girders, and other similar structures; in this case it is
Obvious that a factor k : 2.0 should be used •
.·In the case of trusses with subdivided panels, for.buck1.ing out of the plane of
the truss, present procedures are exceasively conservative when compression and ten-
sion members cross,·' such as in the case of connected counters, or where N varies
stepWise between end joints,' such as in posts of K-trusses •..
These.are a few.of the more frequent examples where the use of the real instead
of the effective length results in uneconomi cal design in some cases, and in reduced
safety in others.
l.b.L _R~v.!e!f Qf":'F.Q.r~i,gn_S12.eQifi£.a!i.Qn~.
The German buckling specifica tions, in their mandatory part, contain' rela t:1.vely
, simple formolas for determining effective lengths for trusses wi thaubdivided pa;aels,
for arches, and for simple rigid framAs not held against side-sway•. In their 09'--·
H'Dal part they con ta.1n more elaborate provisions for mol ti-story an4 mul ti-bay
~ frttilles, and for a number of special cases a Many of the Gerinan provi'siona are giYen
in tArIDS of' relatively lengthy formulas Which,' in our practice, may be satisfactury
for optional, b.ut not for mandatory provisions. In a.ddition, in view of connection
slip, foundation conditions,and other imponderables, the apparent accuracy of Borne
of the German provisions may be greater than warranted.
••
".
,.
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In contrast, in the body of the British building specifications there is a
short simple table in. which the effective length is made to vary from 0.7L to 2.0L
in conformity with simple, verbal descriptions of the end conditions on either end
of the compression member. An .~ppendix of several pages contains sketches of typi~
cal, frequent cases with the corresponding effective lengths; four of these are re-
produced on Fig. B. While it maybe argued that these provisions neglect the influ-
ence of the relative rigidities of the Ilbuckli~gl' and ";restraining" members., they'
are, on the other hand, as simple a~ possible and are a definite improvement as com-
pared to a code which fails to give a~y information on effective length.
It is suggested that codes should specify permi ssible compression stresses Pf.~
in terms of kL/r, and that maximUm permhsible slenderness ratios for various types·
of members also be specified in terms of kL/r rather than L/r.
It is further suggested that the body of such codes should contain mandatory,
specific provisions for determining the length coefficients k for the most frequent
cases. These provisions should be made as simple as possible, even at the expense
of some economy. ~ey should be drawn carefully to rectify those situations whe:r:e
p:rosent provisions are unsafe (see above), that is, where k larger than 1 (one)
shvuld be used~ but they should be rather conservative in cases where k smaller than
1 (one) is justified.
It is. finally, suggested that such codes should contain optional. permissive
provisions with somewhat more elaborate directives on determining k. In complexity
these mightconceivab+y be intermediate between the present German, and British spec-
ifications; instead of formulas they should preferably take the form of a few graphs,
such as that on Fig. 0, which is for structures without side~sway(taken from ~ne of
the writer's earlier papers).
It would be presumptive for the writer to make specific recommendations ~e§ard­
ing the details of such provisions. This should be the task of a competent committee
appointed for the purpose.
idl _P!a.£t!c~l_aQn~e.9.u~n.£e~.
In the case of concentric· load, the introduction of values of k smaller than 1
(one) does not lead to significant economy for actual slenderness ratios t/r smaller
than about 60. This is so because in this range the Pf.~ vs. L/r curve 1s quite flat.
It leads to significant economies for medium slendernesses, from 60 to 110, and to
sizeable economy for larger slenderness.
For cases with possible side-sway the present use of k ~ 1 results in signifi-
cantly reduced safety even for relatively stocky columnso Thus, for L/r ~ 70 the
,usa Specification permits piA =l4.62~si. If this member were a column in a frame
for which k =: 1.5 should be used, the:permissible stress would oilly be 'f/4. = 11.65
ksi o , or 25% less than now provided. For columns with unrestrained top the situation
is even more unfavorable and present design, in such cases, can actually result in
nominal safety factors smaller than 1 (one).
aomprQssion plUS Bend~~.
For eccentrically loaded, end-restrained columns Dr•.Q.nnabel Lee and Professor
P. P. Bijlaard have shown, respectively for initial yield and for ultimate strength,
that a safe design results from the following method: The restrained column is re-
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placed by an equivalent, hin~d column whose length is equal to the effective length
for concentric comprel!lsion of the real, restrained column; and this equivalent col,"
umn is analyzed for compression plus that part of the total end moments which is re-
sisted by the column alone. '
j
They have also 'shown that in order to determine that part of the. total joint
moment which is resisted 'by tho column it is sufficiently aceurate to use elementary
" moment distribution, discounting the effect of axial force on stiffness, In the case
'of ul_timate load determination it is necessary,howev~r, to introduee ~the "plastic
reduction factor" rt for determining the pertinent correct fraction ·of the joint
moments. Elaborate tests have verified these propositions. .
The use of the plastic reduction factor, rt , considerably complicates computa-_
tions. To avoid these. design' charts have been computed 'at Oornell University, a
sample of which .is shown on Fig. D. It gives 'the ultimate compression stress, PIA,
for one particular end eccent.ricity ratio, depending ont/r and on the degree of end
restraint. To cover the practical range, a set of s~ch charts is necessary, and has
been ·computed. ' -
As in the previous discussion, the use of such charts would be appropriate in
the optional, permissive part of a design specification. Suoh use,would result in
maximum economy. On the other hand, in the mandatory, "simple" ,part ofa specifica- ,
tion.the complication arising from ~ can be overcome by setting '~= 1 for .~l
cases. This resUlts in conservative determination ~n all cases, though to various
degrees. No charts are needed for this case. .
'e.
o ';. ~
This simplified procedure would result in the following:
(i) Forr1~idframes'd.etennine the end mome~ts of the column by convent1ona:J.
moment 'analysis, without- regard .to chan~ of effective stiffness caused by axial
load.·Then dimenSion the column for the normal force and the moments BO obtained,
but usekL i.nstead of the real length t in determining the slenderness ratio. This
method is applicable regardless of the provision specified for compression plUS
bending in. the particular code (secant formula. in teractlon formula, or any other
rational dev~ce acceptable in the des1gnspec1fication)~
."'. "
(11) For~e~l'eccentricities, such alii in truss members with Joint eccentrici-
ties. mul tf...sto,ry cO~Umns with offse.t ~xe8, etc.. , which result in end moments Me~
obtain the .effective 'e.c~entricitiesofall compreasion members abutting to a given
Joint from elementary moment distribution, 1.e. from
'Me Kn
en ::s.;;- -
. "'n Z Ie
where en is the effective eccentricity, S'n the axial compression force, ,and Kn the
rigidity lIt of compreesion member "n". The.~ "iI includes the rigidities of all
members connected ~o the given jo1nt. Then dimeft.ion the member for simultaneous
action of N =I'n and ii= Pnen, using kL for the length of the member 1n determining
its slende,rness ratio.
,-
.(bl _PLa.Q.tlc,al_Cstn.!.e,g,u!.n.Q.e!..
The effect of this method can be gaged from,r1g.D which, for a given eccen-
tricity ratio of 3••• gives the ul.timate 8trength of columns made of ASTM .4r7 steel,
depending on the degree of end restraint, 8!EK. and on the slenderness ratio L/ r.
Customary procedures neglect restraint, thus eorresponding to the curve ;a IEK:: O.
It is seen in this case that for t/r ~ 80 the given eccentricity Would r8lult in
failure at PIA -8700 pai ll However, with a relatively weak degree of end restraint,
••
•
..
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say r" /EK lI'i 2.0, this failure stress for the same eecentricitY' is seen to be lS,400
psi., almost twiee the pre-ilous value. Renee- in this typical case neglecting the in-
fluence of end restraint would result in a design with an actual strength reserve
almost twice the one called for, that ls, in considerable waste of material. The
chart also shows that similar savings obtain in the entire range of ~ractical slen-
derness ratios.
Consequently, whllethe use of effective lengths coefficients smaller than 1
(one) for concentrically cOm~ressed membars results in saTings onlY' for medium and
large slenderness, for eccentric compression or oompression plus bending due atten-
tion to end restraint results in considerable savings for members of anY' slenderness.
These same findings show, incidentally, that the influence of imperfections (ac-
cidental eccentricity and/or crookedness) for customar,., end-restrained members is
considerably- smaller than seems indicated from a customar,. analysis of a hinged, ec-
centrically loaded and/or crooked column.
Summary
While an exaot analysis of compression members in rigid-joint structures is too
laborious for routine design use, it is shown that relatively simple methods can be
dSvised which will result in significant improvements of present procedures. These
methods consist in -the use of the effective instead of the real length, and in case
of eccentric compression in the additional use of the effective instead of the real
eccentrici ty. Mandator,. code provisions can be made sufficiently simple for routine
- design use on a rather conservative basis; optional provisions can be formulated to
permit more accurate and economical determination by means of appropriate charts,
tables, and other devices. On- the basis of a number of examples it is shown that
such a method would result in safe determinations whe.re present praotices are unsafe,
and in more eceonomioal designs Where present practices are wasteful.
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Stanchions effectively
testrained at both I
,ends in position and
direction in respect
of the weaker axis.
Effective length
stanchions = O·7L
Slenderness ratio for
. O·7Ldesign =-
r n
Stanchions effectively
reslrained at both
ends ill position and
ai one end in direc-
tion.
EtTccli.e length' of
stanchions = O'SSL, -.J
Slenderness ratio for
dcsion = O'SSL
.' ::> I'Y'V
rJiJ 1M! il "or '''ct:ti""y ",'rrrain«f ,i'l t/i"criCTI O,)Ollf rll.
. 'f-V a.i,
'x
e,
NOTES. Beams are all load·carrying.
Beams fanning pairs to be of approximately equal size and span and
carrying approximately ~qualloads.
Beams framing into the .web of the stanchions to have momcn"t
connections.
All beams co be sccqreIy ,I'\c;ld at their remole ends.
Fig. 1. Effective length of stanchions
Continuous Intermediate lengths or top lengths of
stanchions
"
""', U\(f If 'tr~cri...ly r;S'f'(}I')q11 ". lI/rlCri"", abtJvr barll
. ".r~s
NOTES. B.:ams are load-carrying e,cerH lie hearns.
UCJms formin!:: p:.lirs 10 he of appro.\im:ltcly equ4\1 siu and span and
l:arrying appro\im:lId)' cqu;l! IO:.lds.
All beams must be securely held at their remote ends.
Fig. 3. Effeclh'e length of stanchions
Continuous intl'rmediate lengths or top lengths of
stanchions
•
..
, Stanchions effectively
restrained at one end
in position and direc-
tion and at the other,
end partially re'
strained in direction
but not in positiol\.,
EtTeeth'e length of
stanchions = l·SL
Slenderness ratio for
I·SL
design =
ryy
Effective length of stanchions
Roof stanchion R
Axis X-X = 1·5L1
Axis B-B = U, LJ, L4 or L5
whichever is the greatest.
Crane stanchion C
Axis B-B = a'SSL
Axis Y-Y "" L6, L7, L8 or L9
"whichever is the greatest.
I
A1l9"
Aoill
Combined ro r stanchion R .and
crane stanchi,,;, C '.~~"d!:b=±+-
Axis A-A = I·St
Axis B-B = O'SSL ., ,
NOTES: All beams must he securely held at their remote' ends.
The foundation must be' capable of· affording restraint commensurate
with that of t.h7 base. .
Fig. 7. Effective length of stanchions
Bottom length, (single store}·j
NOTES. Lengths L6, L7."L8 and L9 are the distances between the loading rivets'
in the balten 'plates .or gussels.. ,
Fig. 13. Effeetl.,c length of stanchions
Side stanchions in single storey building with crane gantry
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DISCUSSION - COLUl1NS IN FRAHEvJORI\s
Thomas C. Kavanagh
Praeger-Kavanagh, J!1ngineers
New York
~ Dr. Winter has concisely and accurately summar(zed (and fortunately without the
use of too much mathematical formulation) the general picture with reJ.a. tion to the
effective length of coiumns in frameworks.
11
Specification action on this subject has been long ov.erdue. .~ little short"of
ten years ago, when the writer first undertook his own investigations into the' matter
of restraints on columns in frameworks (and it is noted that this is the first prob-
lem of importance tackled by the Oolumn Council which was formed at that time) the
late Dr. Friedrich :Bleich, whom many of you knew so well, made the following predic-
tion: IIWhen you have expl.ored all the mathematical intricacies and ponderous nUiller-
iccu work involved in so-called 'exact' solutions, you will come to the equivalent
of the simple conclusions and specification recommendations which I myself stated
awe.y back in 1925 in my treatise on tEiserne :Br8.cken' ".
•
•
This forecast has proved substantially correct; it might very well be said that
the matter of effective lengths is one on which the maximum agreement exists among
all the researchers in the field of column problems.
The work of the eminent investigators who comprised the 4ustro-Germari group of
wo~:kers in this area of the stablli ty field since 1900--Zimmermann, :Bleich, Chwa.lla,
Kloppel, and others--has been so well recognized abroad, that their findings are in-
cluded in the major specifications, as Dr. Winter has indicated.
The work that has been done in this country, either under the aegiaof the Col-
umn Research Council, as well as by independent investigators like Dr. Hoff and Dr.
Lundquist, has confirmed and extended this past knOWledge, and has brought greater
clarity to the problems than existed heretofore. This is particularly the case with
respect to plastic behavior, and to elastically restrained eccentrically loaded col-
umns. Our work has demonstrated beyond question that complex frameworks can be
broken down into simple configurations. amply adequate for analysis. We have un-
covered interesting phenomena which involve elements of judgment, such as the fact
that erid restraints depend largely on ratio of live to dead loads. For example. in·
a simple truss, with a fixed permanent loading, such a framework could be designed
very efficiently so that all members are substantially at their maximum working
stresses, and it would be fourid that very little in the way of end restraints were
available for the column in that framework. With moving loads, however, such as
would be the case in bridge work. all members are not designed by the same loading,
and there results, therefore, a considerable reserve of restraint in various members
available to the buckling columns.
In another instance, we have noted that the factors of safety enter into the
problem, since if the tension members are designed wi th a factor of safety of about
1 0 7 while the compression members are designed With about 2.3, most of the tension
me~bers'will have yielded by the time they will have been called upon to aid the
bn·.Jding member by offering a restraint.
We have confirmed and devised new means of determining the effects of transla-
tion of joints, which in all cases seem to be rather serious. Dr. Winter has shotln
that simple frames as presen tly designed, may be on the unsafe side. and similar ob-
servations are possible when one considers the effects of semi-rigid joints. The
ultimate extension of this problem to the top chords of trusses which are of th& pony
truss type, is merely an extension of the work in the elastic restraint field. this
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being a column on flexible supports. The work on this particular investigation is
under the guidance of another committee of the Column Research Council.
In other words, the American investigators have not only conf~rmed but substan-
tially extended our knowled~ with relation to end restraints and their effect on
column behavior to such a point that there is:pOquestion but that some action should
be taken as quickly as possible with relation to incorporating this material in cur-
rent specifications.
The way this could be done is indicated by the current German specifications,
which the speaker happens to have on hand at the present time, and which will be
passed around to the members. It will be noted that there are sections in the speci-
fication requirements for trusses, rigid frames, and pony trusses, with additional
reference material and optional procedures in the "commentaries" published in the
second pamphlet.
I have found the discussion concerning specifications to be one of the most in-
teresting of the current session. I should like to add my own support to the state-
ments made by Dr. Winter in that respect, in that I feel we should not set our sights'
too low in writing specifications. I think it is an accepted fact that in the of-
fices throughout the metropoli tan area here, about 50% of all the struc,tural engi-
neers are holders of masters' degrees and I can say, from my own personal experience,
that a great many of the men nowadays are getting doctors' degrees as well. ,These
individuals' are capable of handling very complex mathematical work, .and I do not
think the specification writers should be concerned with simple matters of formula-
tion, Which in actuality are co~aratively easy. Xmight also say, as a professor.
• that undergraduate students are 'receiving more fundamental training in engineering,
as well as more work in mathematics, with the result that they are capable of handllng
more oomplexwork than heretofore•
•
I do not have in mind that it is necessary to write as complete ~ document as
the German specifications, but by the same token I think that the entire subject of
stability cannot be given proper justice in one ool~ formula, Or on one sheet of
paper.
DISCUSS ION - COLUNNS IN RIG In FRAMES
Robert L. Ketter
Fritz Engineering Laboratory
Lehigh University
Bethlehem, l'ermsylva.nia
In. discussing Dr. Winter's paper, I would like to single out three points for
further consideration. These are (a) the advocated use of "kL" in column formUlae,
(b) s~veral possible cases where it may be overly conservative, and (0) the use of
collapse column strength curves in structural design.
Considering elastic behavior with initial yield as the criterion of usefulness.
Dr. Winter has demonstrated quite clearly that present day column design practice may
not be as conservative as one would like to think, when it considers the full (or
slightly modified) length of the member in pin-ended column formulae. ~is condition,
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a.s Was also shown, is realized most readily inth~ case of the portal frame type
structures when axial loads are applied directly to the column components of the
frame. Since SU.Ch a condition Oan 'existtcorrectiVemeasures should be taken to
alter the present situation. and the presented method is an easy way of accomplish-
ing this. '
.'
; . ' However, except for the case of "crane type" ,column~, the axial lOads, in the
columns of portal frames will be relatively small: perhaps' below 16% of the ~xial'
yield load. The refore, bending moman ts will comprise the major part of the l'oading.
To Ulustra te severai eases where the intr'oduction of the "kL" term maybe conserVa.-
tive. consider the following two typical beam-columns: the first of these is pin
connected at each end and at the upper end there is applied an axial thrust and an
end bencling moment. The second member has the same externa.lly apnlied loads at the
upper end but the lower end is held fixed. Each of these conditions is illustrated
in the inset loading sketches of Figs. 1 anci2.
Solving for the ini Hal yield strength of each of these columns, it is p'oss1ble
to plot interaction curves of applied end moman t versus axial thrust for various
slenderness ratios. (See Figs." i and 2.) ,4.s would be' expected, these figures show
th~t in general as slenderness increases the allowable axial thrust corresponding to,
a Given end moment decreases. It is interesting to riote, however, that for low
values of thrust, there is a region in which column strength is independent of slen-
derness. (This range of small thrust'values is of the order of magnitude that would
be observed in typical portal frames.) For the first case (lower end pinned) the
point of intersection of the curved portion of the interaction curve and the straiEPt
line corresponds to an axial thrust or 0-.25 Pe, where Pe is the Euler load for the
pin-ended member. For the second case, where the opn.osite end 1s held fixed. it
correspohds to 0.55 Fe. These linear regions, where slenderness has no influence.
correspond to the condition of maximum moment at the end of the member•
The approximation enjoyed through use of the "kL" introduction in specifications
may then be somewhat conservative for typical portal ~rames since by increasing the
effective length by a factor of 1.5 to 2.0, there could be decreased this linear
range by a factor of up to 3 or 4. Whether this would be of any major consequence.
due to the relatively low value of applied axial thrust. would need to be evaluated
in light of typical design nroblems.
The third and final point I wish to make has to do with the use of collapse
strength curves in structural design. A.s presented, Dr. Winter' a Fig. D shows the
large amount of reserve strength that can be realized by the addition of only moder-
ate end restraints. , However, one word of caution should here be made with regard to
their use. These presented curves were developed based on a supposition that the end
restraints remain elastic and take an increasing amount of the end moment as the COl-
umn deflects. This condition of redistribution of bending moments is difficult to
realize in a real structure since a:.dal loads come on the colu,mna through beama which
are laterally loadedo .~s these lateral loads increase the possibility exist8that
the ends of the beam will start to yield before the column becomes unstable. Since
it is the. end restraint at the moment of column collapse that counts, there may be
~ no restraint available due to the formation of a nlastic hin~ in the beam. The
col~ will then fail as if it were pin-ended at a load much less than predicted by
the presented curves using the original restraint values.
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DISCUSSION - COMPRESSION IvIENBERS nT TRUSSES AND FRAl';IES
...-._._.,- .....__.~'...__.,-.._.._----,.._-,--- ---... ----, ..._.__.__.-
Oliver G. Julian
Jackson & M,oreland, Consulting Engineers
:Boston, Massachusetts
From the "practical"point of view, I wish to emphasize points which have been
brought out by Professor Winter and add my own two c~nts worth.
I agree that in struts of trusses and columns of most frames with rigid joints,
torsional failure is unusual, even when the flexure is in a plane normal to the
principal axis. However, we should not lose sight of the poasibili ty of torsional
failure. With torsional failure and local buckling excluded, the column problem
_reduces to a simple flexural problem which can be solved by (1) the applicaticn of
the fundamental law of statics and (Z) the application of Navier's principle that
curvature due to flexure is directly proportional to moment and inversely pro'Dor-
tional to flexural rigidity•
. Professor Winter apparently prefers to think in termeof effective lengths,'
whoreas I prefer to think in terms of moments Which flex or restrain flexure in the
column. This is purely a matter of personal taste. The different approaches, if
pr0perly applied, will arrive at the same end result. The really important thing is
to take full cognizance of end conditions. This cannot be emphasized too strongly.
,Its importance is forcefully illustrated by Dr. Winter's first ti~re. It is axi-
o:natic that it is impossible to judge the strength or compute the deflection of a
column wi thout viewing the end co:t,ldi tions. I t is conceivable that differences in
end conditions will change the stren€th of an axially loaded column by as much as
1500%. -
It may not be out of place to reiterate Dr. JOhnston's statement that end con-
di tions change as the axial load is increased. A column Which at low loads restraimi
the end of a girder may,- as the load approaches the ultimate, end up by being re-
strained by the girder. This phenomenon may increase the positive moments in the
girder appreciably.
I believe that end'conditions of columns in the great majority of civil en-
gineering structures, can be estimated by a reasonably accurate (but not necessarily
precise) frame analysis. For such columns the axial force mul tiplied by a reason-
able factor of safety (such as 1.5) is less than 3/8 of Euler's load for a pinned
ended column. For such conditions a reasonably accurate frame analysis, including
the effect of side sway, can be made without going into such refinements as taking
account of the effect of axial forces on stiffness, curvature due to shearing de-
trusion, etc.
Having reasonable accurate moment, shear and axial force diagrams made from thu
frame analysis, we can figure columns subject to biaxial flexure from
~- I,M~, ~ (Me;.\
(J == 1" + (31 • \-r.ll~ ~Z· TJZ,
in Which all terms ap IY to an identical cross-section er is the limiting stress
which equal (1) the yield strength for sta.tic loads or (2) the fatigue strength
perU.Mntto the applicable 'range of stress for pulsating loads and the ~ I S are
ma~ification factors which take account of the effect of the axial load acting on
the deflection. '
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The only complexity in application of the previously mentioned equation is the
determination of the values of the ~ 1 s. However, this difficulty can be overcome
and the application of the equation made practicable by the use of graphs such as
the nomogram attached. Other forms of graphs have also been used.
" .4.1 though derived independently (see appendix) and so as to take account of the
effect of side sway (on the deflection) the equation for (;3 given on the attached
chart is identical with an equation publish~d by the late Professor Westergaard in
, 1922 (Trans. ASOE Vol. 85, p. 593, Eq. 15) in a paper title "Buckling of Elastic
Structures ". It is not difficult to show that this equation when solved for the
maximum value of (3 leads to D. H. Young's column formula which is in current use by
the .U.SHO. For the simple but comparatively unusual case of equal end moments about
each of the principal axes, the application of maximum values of the p t s wi thin
the column length leads to the double secant .formula a form of which is in current
use by the .~BE4..
The difference between the method outlined on the chart and Young's method is
that in the former, the stresses due to flexure about two principal axes are maxi-
mir.sd and added to the axial stress whereas in Young's method the maximum flexural
st~6sS about one principal axis is added to the axial stress. Young's method is
thtn:efore not directly and readily applicable to the almost universal c~se of bi-
ax~.al n exure.
The chart presented herewith pertains to end moments combined with axial stress.
Similar charts can be made for other cases of fleXure combined with axial stress.
Their preparation is not difficult and their use is easy and believed to be almo!=lt
• foolproof.
Nothing I have said should be construed as d.iffering in essentials from the
views expressed by Professor Winter. I believe his proposed me thods are at once,
rational, reasonably accurate and useful as practical design tools. Their extensiOn
to cases involVing bilateral flexure should not be difficult.
What Professor Winter has said brings out that theoretical work such as that by
himself. Bijlaard, Hoff, Jcbns.,ton, Kavanagh, D.undquist. Lee and others has been of
great value in leading to simplified and reasonabty accurate design methods.. This
shows clearly that theoretical as well as experimental rAsearch projects pay divi-
dends. Continual research is absolutely essential. The value of research should be
judged from a long... range point of view rather than from immediate practical resul ts.
Euler's column formula was born over 200 years ago. When did it begin to pay divi-
dends?
.UlPENDIX
NLmenclature and Assumptions
1) The column is subjected to concomitant forces and end momen ts as indicated
in the figure at the lower left hand corner of the attached nomographic chart.
•
The flexure is about principal axes designated by the subscripts 1 and 2.
PE applies to flexure in the plane in whioh the applied (or res training) end moments
M.t.. and MB act. (See Eq. 2 below)
The x axis is vertical and corresponds to the longitudinal axis of the col-
umn prior to loading.
;,
•
..
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y ::: delfection measured from the x axis.
YB ::: deflection at x =L.
M ~ moment at x distance from the lower end of the column.
2) The values of the forces and moments indicated have been obtained from a
frame analysis which takes account of the magnitude of the restraits, the continuity
of the structure, the relative rigidity of its members and th~ loads imposed on it.
The analysis of the columni of course, cannot be more accurate than the frame
analysis.
3) The member has a constant symmetrical cross-section throughout its length.
4) The section is sufficiently stocky to preclude the occurrence 'of local buck-
ling at stresses less than the maximum limiting stress er •
5) The maximum value of <T is within the elastic ran@6. For steel the elastic
rro,ga can be assumed as extending up to the lower yield level.
6) The eccentricity corresponding to the effective moment is greater than' on6- ,
tenth I/c.A.. ·For reasons pertaining to this assumption see t1Bational Design of Steel
(Jo},umns tI byD. H. Young, Trans" ASCE Vol o '101 (1936) p~ 422 0 In practice accidental
eccentrici ty ordinarily will greatly exceed one-·tenth IlcA..
7) The effect of initial curvature is taken into account in the allowance made
for accidental end eccentricity, i.e., it is included in ~~ and MB~
8) The member is free of initial twist or the effect of such twist is taken into
account in the allOWance made for accidental end eccentricity.
"
9) The member will not fail by lateral-torsional buckling ~t stress'es less than
the maximum 11mi ting s tre SS (J •
10) The effect of shearing detrusion on curvature is negligible.
11) is negligible as compared to unity.
By statics
(1)
" '.
B.1 Navier1s principle and the assumptions
..
Let EI
1'.1
--EI
Then
.,'
(2)
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•
In which ~ and c 2 are constanta of integration.
y = 0 where x = 0
1
Y = YB = P (HL .. MA + MB) where x = L
Hence
y = ~;A [cos ~ \~ + ~-MMA~" COS1T-\J~.') ~_io_n,_L_.~_..,.~~~=-·· HXl~PE ...~ ...':"0+- -17(5)
Sln 1/ \!~ MA ..J
Recalling the addition formula for sines and transforming (5) can be written
+HxP , ( 6)
sin,,' (1
in which
X)~ Mp lIx JP
-t ·_+·,··-J sin -\-
PE ITA L. PE~ - -'-------s-i-nn-.~~------' ( 7)
L
x= 2
(3 = sec 7T~~~ FE' (8)
From (7) ~-7r' Pdf.> _ L FEax--~
s:ln7f- ~PE
X)-\~ MB
.. -L ,- + - c. os
. IE MA 1TxWin1- -!,L %1
I
"
(9)
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. (10)
Substituting (6) into (2) using (10).
(11)
The moment is maximum where d 0/ dx =O. Therefore, unless 'f' = 0, the location
xm of the maximum momentis impl ied by
(12)
From which it follows that the moment is maximum at the end of the column unless
•
-k- >..2:.... feDs ~l
"'J:!, 112 L I (13)
j•
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N.J. Roff
PolyteChnic Institute of Brooklyn
Brookl~rn 2. N.Y.
If I look over the activities of the Column Research Cou.~cil since its
foundation, it seems to me th~t a Gre~t deal has been accomplished in applying the
fund.c'"l1llental methods of mechanics to structural engineering problems and in ~utting
these restu ts in a form undorstC'!nd.e,ble to the practicing civil enGineer. It is
extremel~r importe.nt that these resul ts be connnuniCD,ted now to the profession .::-nd
this is the reason why the activities of the Committee on Recommended Practice
assume paramount importance. The results must be presented in a form thnt will be
fully understood b,y practical men. .~t the seme time one should remember that it is
not the purpose of a specification to be undorstandable by a moron.
It miEht be of interest to mention in this connection the Germen government
regulations for the airworthiness of aircraft. when established in the thirties,
tb.of::le regula tiol1s co'J.1d be followed only by men having e. !)erfect command of e.dv~mced
mathematical methods. I remember that someone asked the person responsible for
w!:.'.·~ing the specifications why he made them so difficult. The answer was that the
in:Gontion of the Vlri ter was to address only highl~r tre,ined engineers. He did not
be.l:i.eve thE'.t anyone but outstanding specic?~ists should be capable of following the
reg.llations and preparing a structural anal~rsis for submi ttcJ. to the government
au.thori ties. In his opinion too simple specifications would. have encouraged poorly
'lirained men to do the work which he w;),nted to reserve for theoretically capable
persom1el. Be wanted to give job opportunities to men witi1 adv~nced training in
engineering and science•
I do not believe that anyone in the Column Research Council would want to ad.opt
the standpoint of the Gerrncl,Il aerono.utical S"Pecifications. One should naturaJ.ly try
to find the best compromise between the two- extremes. It seems to me,however, that
it is in the interes·t of the civil engineering profossion that acer.tain amount of
knowledge on tho part of the user of tho specifico.tions should be ~.ssumed. A,dvances
- -in engincorins can ,be made onl~r if wo do not [1a1::e our regulations so eas~r as to
encourage persons to engage in the profession uho do not went to improve their
knowledge.
Bruce G. JOhnston
Universi t~r of LIichige,n
.1nn Arbor, L~ichiG3.Il
Discussion by Er. Juli:m nncl others has made eviclent th__'"'.t many engineers are
rea.d~r end Willing to aCCei)t greater com~)lexit~r in design formulas if. such coml')lex1 ty
leads to grElf',ter economy .",nd to a more consistentl~r uniform factor of s2.fet~r. The
reo,l deterrent to improvoment in design codes are the persons fine..Ilcing construction.
Those individ~ls w~nt construction to st~rt as soon as money is available, and
the~r exert an influence on code writing bodins tov7ard over-simpl ification.
J .M o H.?~res
?~~due University
1afayette, Indiana
Tho language in wh1ch specifications 2.1'e written is one import:c.nt m2.tter vrhi.e:l
must not be forgotten, They should be written in good simple English-brief, ~ret
complete. All terms must be defined :md there must be but one interpretD.tion of ·(;ho
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e~ressod l)rovisions. i'fiore adeqUe'Ote, bc,,6kground Cl.c.:.tt\ mij.1t he.ve to be given in
appendicios to the specificr.tiolls to Give completely all of the limitations of the
specificstion provisions.
The stl~ctural engineer is interested in two types of f~ilure. It is :
necessar~r for him to knqw, o.s closel:r as })ossib1e, the f8,ctor of sc.fot~r which his
structure h2,s against· e?ch tY:CJe of f2.i1ure. The first t~'Y:le of failure is the.t
which mic~t be called functional failure. This occurs when the point is reached
whore the structure ceases to perform e.deC1Uf'..tel'r the 1)urposos for which it 'was de-
signocl. .~ exomplo might be e·xcossive de:t1.ecti;n. v2iue·~ of whi cll would not bo
the some for all structures.
The second t:Te of failure is the complete coll~)se of the structure. This
t:'j)e of fcdlure involves 110ssi1)10 loss of life ['..s \7011 as property damago. Tho
dotolnin['..tion of the exe.ct collapse 100d of a practical structure is almost im-
possible, but it is usually possible to bracket this Value wi thin ~ fairl: y close
limi ts •
'J
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J onathrm J ones
:Bethlehem, Penna.
The speaker is not as competent as would be many others present, to summarize
or comment on the technical details of today's presentation. He will therefore try
Onl~T to discuss the Council's performance with respect to its original PUl1:>oses.
The meeting has been encouraging in this respect; a Committee has for the first
time brought in specific recommendations aimed at answering questions in tho field
of interest of one of our sponsors. The meeting has been discouraging in another
resyect; the.recommendations referrod to do not add up to a complete coverage of
the sponsor" s 1nqui1"'J. and the evidence appeo.rs to be that this is due not to lack
of effect but to divergences of opinion wi th the Comm; ttee as to techniec'U fact.
Commi t tee E, which has wo rked. hard. on thi stopi c and. has made this real
progress. has reported a handicap to its effort in that its membership does not fully
understand in ad.vance the precise limits of the field of interest of the inquiring
sponsor. This leads me to propose to the Council for consideration a thought Which
has occurred to me only e.s this day prpgressed, and whiqh I am prepared only to
suggest rather than to advocate:
Possibly the Oouncil should establish as its objective the preparation of its
own specification" independent of specifications in current desiGning j1re:.ctice,'
co'!ering all phases of the buckling problem. Possibly it should leave this in the
phase of failure formulas and leave factors of safety 'to others; possibly not. .
PGrhaps the t1phart of Column Problems", now before tha Council in a broad coverage,
thouGh tente.tive. could be used to sot' a pattern for the content of such a .
speci~ica tiori..
If this could be done, the Coromi ttees on ,J;'racticcl .~pplica~ionsanclonRecanrhendo'd
Practice could pick up therefrom the necessa1"'J d..;".ta for any desirable efforts to
reform or amplify existing praotices.
It should be remembered that the Council has not yet arrived e.t agreement on
tho "basic column formula II nor on modifications for the use of highar.,;,strength
Steals. Possibly tho existence of a general CRC ~pecification would help to orient,
and to gi.va a needed push to, the concluding of phases of its work.
